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Abstract
With the rapid development of digital techniques, the concept of software-
dened radio (SDR) emerged which accelerates the rst appearance of of the
real-time GNSS software receiver at the beginning of this century, in the frame
of a software receiver, this thesis mainly explores the possible improvement
in parameters estimate such as frequency estimate, code delay estimate and
phase estimate.
In the rst stage, acquisition process is focused, the theoretical mathematical
expression of the cross-ambiguity function (CAF) is exploited to analyze the
grid and improve the accuracy of the frequency estimate. Based on the simple
equation derived from this mathematical expression of the CAF, a family of
novel algorithms are proposed to rene the Doppler frequency estimate. In
an ideal scenario where there is no noise and other nuisances, the frequency
estimation error can be theoretically reduced to zero. On the other hand,
in the presence of noise, the new algorithm almost reaches the Cramer-Rao
Lower Bound (CRLB) which is derived as benchmark. For comparison, a
least-square (LS) method is proposed. It is shown that the proposed solution
achieves the same performance of LS, but requires a dramatically reduced
computational burden. An averaging method is proposed to mitigate the
inuence of noise, especially when signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is low. Finally,
the inuence of the grid resolution in the search space is analyzed in both
time and frequency domains.
In the next step, a new FLL discriminator based on energy is proposed to
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adapt to the changes brought by the new introduced signal modulation. This
new discriminator can determine the frequency error only using the minimum
period of data, it can also extend the pull-in range to nearly six times larger as
the traditional arctangent discriminator. The whole derivation of the method
is presented. From the comparison with traditional ATAN and another similar
discriminator that is also based on energy, it is shown that the new proposed
discriminator can inherit the merits of these two references, avoiding their
drawbacks at the same time. Owing to the property of the new discriminator,
in case of composite GNSS signals such as Galileo E1 Open Service (OS)
signal, coherent combination of data and pilot channels can be adopted to
improve the frequency estimate by exploiting the full transmitted power.
In order to incorporate all the available information, the structure of a track-
ing loop with Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) is analyzed and implemented.
The structure of an EKF-based software receiver is proposed including the
special modules dedicated to the initialization and maintenance of the track-
ing loop. The EKF-based tracking architecture has been compared with a
traditional one based on an FLL/PLL+DLL architecture, and the benet
of the EKF within the tracking stage has been evaluated in terms of nal
positioning accuracy. Further tests have been carried out to compare the
Position-Velocity-Time (PVT) solution of this receiver with the one provided
by two commercial receivers: a mass-market GPS module (Ublox LEA-5T)
and a professional one (Septentrio PolaRx2e@). The results show that the
accuracy in PVT of the software receiver can be remarkably improved if the
tracking is designed with a proper EKF architecture and the performance
we can achieve is even better than the one obtained by the mass market
receiver, even when a simple one-shot least-squares approach is adopted for
the computation of the navigation solution. Furthermore in depth, KF-based
tracking loop is analyzed, a control model is derived to link the KF system
and the traditional one which can provide an insight into the advantages of
KF system.
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Finally, conclusions and main recommendations are presented.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background and Motivation
Navigation is the science of getting a craft or person from one place to another.
It can be traced back to a long time ago. Ancient Polynesians used angular
measurement of the natural stars to develop their own navigation skills. Chi-
nese compass which can indicate 'magnetic north' was used in Song Dynasty
by the military for navigational orienteering by 1040-1044. With the devel-
opment of radios, new navigation aids were born, they include radio beacons,
VHF omnidirectional radios (VORs), long-range radio navigation (LORAN),
and OMEGA[1].
In order to achieve the following attributes: global coverage, continuous/all
weather operation, ability to serve high-dynamic platforms, and high accuracy[1],
the space-based system named Global Positioning System (GPS) was initial-
ized in 1973 by the United States Department of Defense (DoD). The system
can satisfy the requirements within an acceptable cost, especially, compared
with previous systems like Transit, GPS can supply the global service con-
tinuously with high accuracy (as shown in Fig. 1.1) even in high-dynamics.
Almost simultaneously, the plan of GLONASS was also launched in Russia.
As time is going on, recently, more satellite navigation systems are coming
1
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up, such as European Galileo, Chinese Beidou (or Compass) system and other
regional navigation systems that are in the process of developing in Europe,
India and Japan.
Figure 1.1: Accuracy of dierent navigation system.
With the development of the signal transmitter (GPS,GLONASS,etc.), the
corresponding GNSS (Global Navigation Satellite System)receiver techniques
are also developing in a fast manner. On one hand, the size and cost of hard-
ware receiver decrease drastically due to the rapid development of electronic
components and advancement in assembly technologies etc. On the other
hand, the continuous developments of software-dened radio (SDR) technol-
ogy result in the appearance of real-time GNSS software receivers at the
beginning of this century which not only makes the research itself more easier
for a large number of scholars in GNSS community, but also largely increases
the signal-processing capability by involving more advanced algorithms. To
some extent, potentially it can bring out another new commercial success.
Compared with a traditional GNSS receiver in ASIC platform etc. SDR is
more exible and easier to develop, therefore, it can benet the researchers
2
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substantially to test new advanced algorithms such as new detection tech-
niques, vector tracking, high-accuracy positioning processing and so on. In
this sense, SDR can bridge the gap between the theory study of the complex
algorithms and their implementation, therefore, in research centers of both
universities and companies, SDR becomes a necessity. As we all know, to
develop a navigation receiver does not necessarily require an in-depth theo-
retical knowledge of signal-estimation and signal detection theory [2]. Many
textbooks indeed skip the highly theoretical signal-estimation and signal-
detection framework and focus on engineering aspects which causes the dis-
advantage that the existing navigation signal-processing theory has limits
and does not always provide an optimal algorithm for detection or estima-
tion [2]. Hereafter in this thesis, based on the traditional receiver framework,
innovative improvements will be proposed and analyzed in the processes of ac-
quisition and tracking. In details, parameters estimation including frequency
and phase will be focused in this thesis.
In the following section, some of the previous works related to parameters
estimation will be reviewed and their limitations will be also presented.
1.2 Literature Review and Limitations
Generally, especially in a GNSS software receiver, the structure of the system
can be simply divided into three parts named as acquisition, tracking and
PVT (Position, Velocity, Time)computation as shown in Fig.1.2.
In the frame of a GNSS receiver, the task of acquisition process is to detect the
visible satellites and to provide, for each detected satellite, a coarse estimateD
f^ad ;^
a
E
of the Doppler frequency fd and the code delay  . Traditionally, f^d
and ^ are picked in a search plane only considering the peak cell without any
usage of the other cells [3, 4]. The acquisition process for GNSS application
is based on the maximum-likelihood (ML) estimation theory [5]. In theory,
in terms of frequency estimate, dierent frequencies have to be evaluated
3
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Figure 1.2: The structure of a GNSS receiver.
continuously, but in a real implementation, only discrete frequencies with
intervals equal to a searching step fsp can be tested in a certain range , so
given that the correct peak cell is detected, the traditional the frequency
estimate error is located in the range [ fsp
2
;fsp
2
]. In order to achieve the
accuracy requirement for the next tracking loop, frequency estimate has to
be rened to an acceptable level, like several Hertz. A system typically used is
the Frequency Lock Loop (FLL) mentioned in [1, 6]. A FLL needs additional
data and a special structure, which is generally embedded inside the tracking
loops. Another typical technique, [3, 7], which exploits the phase relation
of consecutive data (p.150 in [3]), also needs additional data, and, at the
same time, encompasses an ambiguity problem in the phase measurement,
that has to be solved. Actually this technique is essentially similar to an FLL
with a particular discriminator. An interpolation method is introduced in
[8] to estimate the true value of the Doppler frequency, but it is based on
an empirical approximation. In this thesis, a new method will be proposed
which can be treated as a single further step with the usage of neighbour
cells around the peak cell in the two-dimensional search grid generated in a
traditional acquisition process.
Focusing on carrier tracking, a traditional well-designed receiver starts from
a FLL stage with a wide-band carrier loop lter to rene the coarse frequency
estimate to some acceptable degree, and eventually it moves into a PLL using
a bandwidth as narrower as the anticipated dynamics permits. In terms of
4
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FLL discriminator, most of the techniques proposed in the literature always
adopted the discriminators listed in [1, 4] which can be commonly accepted
as the 'optimal' choices. However, all these discriminators compute the fre-
quency error using the phase dierence of the two consecutive data. Here
come the main problems, the rst one is the presence of data-transition. In
[6], both four-quadrant and two-quadrant arctangent discriminators in FLL
are analyzed to cope with this problem. Four-quadrant arctangent discrimi-
nator is sensitive to data-transition, though two-quadrant arctangent (ATAN)
function can solve the problem but it narrows the pull-in range at the same
time. The second problem is the pull-in range which can aect the accept-
able dynamics, as can be obtained from the Cramer-rao lower bound (CRLB)
derived for GNSS case in [9]. The pull-in range is reversely proportional to
the length of involved data, therefore a longer period of data results in a
narrower pull-in range. Last but not least, the real implementation of ATAN
function always involves approximations, and usually a LUT (look-up table)
technique has to be used to achieve 'real-time' ATAN function which degrades
the accuracy and occupies more memory sources. To avoid aforementioned
problems, novel FLL discriminators based on energy can be employed. To
author's best knowledge, there is only one available FLL discriminator which
is based on energy of the signal as shown in [10] among the related previous
literature. However the mathematical expression of the discriminator is com-
plex, it involves approximation and also needs to know the value of signal
amplitude and code delay error to compute the exact frequency error. Hence,
in this thesis, a new FLL discriminator also based on energy will be proposed
which can deal with the shortages involved in [10]. Additionally, the FLL
discriminators based on energy can also improve the sensitivity of FLL which
is especially benecial in weak-signal scenarios [11].
Furthermore, in tracking loops, the application of Kalman-lter brings a rev-
olutionary innovation. In conventional digital receiver designs, the tracking
loop always consists of a Frequency-Lock-Loop (FLL), a Phase-Lock-Loop
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(PLL) and a Delay-Lock-Loop (DLL), but in the Kalman-lter based coun-
terpart, all these lock loops are substituted by one single unit named as
Kalman system which will be in charge of estimating all the unknown pa-
rameters such as Doppler frequency, carrier phase and code phase etc. in a
coupled manner [12]. The dierent measurements result in two main kinds of
Kalman systems, one is Extended-Kalman-lter (EKF) based tracking loop,
the other one is linear Kalman-lter-based (KF) tracking loop. In case of
EKF, In-phase (I) and Quadrature-phase (Q) outputs of the correlators are
used as measurements while on the other hand, the outputs of discriminators
are exploited [13]. Literature has demonstrated that KF-based or EKF-based
tracking loop outperforms traditional one in multiple aspects. In [14] it is
conrmed that KF-based tracking loop outperforms the traditional counter-
part in terms of sensitivity and accuracy. In [15] the advantage of EKF-based
tracking in terms of positioning accuracy is also presented by using a profes-
sional receiver as reference. At the same time, this work has been extended
to other important applications such as
 The application in dierent implementations of GPS/INS integration
system: loose, tight, ultra-tight [13]
 The application in weak signal scenarios [16, 17, 18]
 The application in Presence of Ionospheric Scintillations [19]
 Vector tracking [20, 11]
Although the advantage of Kalman lter in GNSS eld has been demonstrated
in a rich variety of previous papers, the analysis of Kalamn lter itself hasn't
got comparable attention. In most cases, the applications just follow the
denition of Kalman lter and focus on the performance improvement without
giving any deep insight into the Kalman lter itself. Only recently, typical
analysis results can be available in [21, 22, 23]. [21, 22] compared KF-based
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tracking loop with a traditional one using experimental methodology, while
[23] oered more comprehensive and sensible analysis, but it only considered
two states in the KF model, and used an approximated observation matrix
which can only work well where the integration time is very small (like a
few milliseconds) or the frequency error (and frequency rate error) is close to
zero; in addition, the values of initial error covariance, process noise covariance
and measurement noise covariance are set in an empirical way. Upon these
issues, in this thesis, a more strict and accurate analysis will be presented, and
furthermore, the relationship between KF-based tracking loop and traditional
one can also be found which can facilitate the real implementation of KF-
based tracking loop in the frame of current hardware receivers. At the same
time, the analysis can give a hint on how to set the loop factor more precisely.
From another dierent perspective, KF-based or EKF-based tracking loop
can be treated as a 'small-scaled' vector tracking (VT) which integrates all
the parameters into a single vector. In this sense, the parameters involved are
all connected rather than individually estimated. At a higher level, [20, 11]
give a detailed description about the concept of vector tracking which com-
bines several dierent channels into one single vector to improve the overall
sensitivity of the system. In this way, one tracking channel can help other
channels via the estimated receiver's position, velocity, clock oset, and clock
drift. As more satellites become available, VT gains more attention, therefore,
this work is also our future research topic.
1.3 Research Objectives
Given the lack of researches as mentioned above, this thesis starts from the
fundamentals of GNSS receiver techniques and extends the work more in-
depth to derive innovative improvements in terms of parameters estimation.
With all these new algorithms, the GNSS receiver system can be enhanced
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especially in a software version. At the same time, the whole process of analy-
sis in theory can bring benet on system design even in traditional hardware
receiver. As long as the basic components of the system are understood
clearly, the extended work in higher level like integrated navigation system
with other dierent sensors, dierent implementations of vector tracking, etc.
will become much easier. To make the GNSS signal processing techniques
more enhanced and integrated, here, in this thesis, the following goals are
mainly pursued:
 Analyze and investigate the fundamentals of GNSS receiver techniques
utilized traditionally in order to give the brief description and summary
of the necessary theory which can help us understand the following
content more clearly and easier.
 Rene the frequency estimate in acquisition process in a simple way
which can be treated as a single further step based on the previous
acquisition process. In theory, the new proposed method also really
fullls the ML estimation process closely.
 Develop a new FLL discriminator based on energy in order to broaden
the pull-in range which is benecial to high-dynamics and low signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR) scenarios. With the introduce of pilot components in
the newly coming-up modulation, the combination of data component
and pilot component is adopted to improve SNR by fully making use of
the transmitted power.
 Test the advantage of EKF-based tracking loop in a real scenario in
terms of PVT results, two professional receivers are used as reference to
evaluate the new technique. Further more, Kalman lter is analyzed in
depth which can give an insight into the relationship between KF-based
and traditional tracking loop. In this way, the real implementation of
KF algorithm in the frame of traditional hardware receivers becomes
8
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possible and easy. At the same time, Kalman tuning is also strengthened
to develop more concrete reasonable strategy.
 Introduce the concept of vector tracking in a high level, and explain the
key techniques involved.
Generally, most importantly, the ultimate goal is to analyze GNSS receiver
techniques in depth, as this is the only way to develop more powerful inno-
vations in this eld.
1.4 Thesis Outline
The structure of this thesis is organized as follows:
Chapter 1 rst simply gives a brief background and motivation, and then
presents the summary of current related available works that have been done,
and nally, proposes the central objectives of the research discussed in the
thesis.
Chapter 2 mainly covers some specic fundamentals involved in this thesis
including GNSS signal structure and signal processing basis. In the rst part,
a general mathematical expression of the GNSS signal will be given and every
term will be discussed separately. In the second part, some basic key theories
involved are analyzed at high level rather than in details.
Chapter 3 introduces a fast nearly ML Doppler frequency estimation method
in GNSS signal acquisition process, which can be treated as a single further
step based on the original acquisition process. First, the whole derivation
is given in details. This method mainly exploits the adjacent cells around
peak cell in the two-dimensional search space calculated in acquisition pro-
cess, and a general mathematical expression of the algorithm is given. CRLB
and a least-square method are also derived as references to evaluate the per-
formance of the new proposed algorithm. From the comparison results, it
9
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can be concluded that the new algorithm is close to CRLB which means that
can be treated as the best estimation algorithm in this circumstance. Finally,
other two main non-AWGN nuisances including the peak point's location and
the code delay error are discussed, especially, the inuence of peak point's lo-
cation is more strengthened, and the corresponding treatment to counteract
the inuence is also proposed.
Chapter 4 proposes a new FLL discriminator, dierent from the traditional
FLL discriminators that mainly exploit the phase dierence between two con-
secutive received data to compute the frequency error. The new proposed
discriminator is based on energy. First, the derivation of the discriminator
is presented in details and the corresponding implementation scheme is also
designed. Later, the performance of the new FLL discriminator is evaluated
through the comparison with traditional ATAN discriminator and the only
available discriminator which is also based on energy. The result shows that
the new FLL discriminator inherits the advantages of two aforementioned
counterparts but avoids their shortages, and in conclusion, it can be treated
as a ML discriminator with the help of lock loop. Thanks to the new struc-
ture, it only needs one single period of data and can broaden the pull-in range.
Finally, with the introduce of pilot channel in new modulation schemes, a new
structure which combines data and pilot channels is employed to improve the
estimate accuracy of the new FLL discriminator.
Chapter 5 rst introduces the background of the employment of Kalman l-
ter in tracking loop, there are mainly two dierent types of Kalman systems
which are EKF and KF. Later, EKF-based tracking loop is implemented in
the frame of a real receiver. The structure of the whole receiver system based
on EKF-based tracking loop is described including acquisition, tracking and
PVT parts, but dierently from traditional structure, new dedicated blocks
are added to serve EKF-based structure. In acquisition part, Preparation-
For-Tracking (PFT) is added to prepare for the following tracking loop. Its
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main function includes the renement of initial frequency estimate and com-
putation of (carrier-to-noise ratio) CNR, within the EKF-based tracking loop,
EST block is dedicated to maintaining the CNR estimate. In PVT part, the
simple one-shot least-square method is adopted. With the new designed sys-
tem, one campaign in a real scenario is fullled to evaluate its performance in
terms of positioning accuracy, meanwhile, two professional receivers are used
as references. Furthermore, KF-based tracking is analyzed in depth. Based
on the structure of a KF system, a new control system is derived, from which
KF system can be related to the traditional tracking loop, from which the
advantage can be easily understood and disclosed. At the same time, the
analysis can provide an insight into the real implementation of a KF sys-
tem in the frame of traditional tracking loop even in hardware without large
modication.
Chapter 6 mainly summarize the whole work that has been done in this
thesis. At the same time, some recommendations are proposed for future
work including vector tracking loop study, implementation of a real-time KF-
based tracking loop, the detection of phase jump and integrated navigation
system.
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Chapter 2
Fundamentals of GNSS receivers
This chapter mainly covers the necessary fundamental knowledge involved
in GNSS receiver design which can help us understand the system in depth.
In return, with these basic theories, the performance improvement or tech
breakthrough in this eld becomes possible and promising. First, this chapter
starts from the introduction of signal components, and eventually, it brings
out the key theories specially benecial for the subsequent chapters.
2.1 GNSS Signal Structure
A satellite-based navigation system is a special application of a communica-
tion system in geometric positioning eld. Briey, for each individual channel,
the whole process can be illustrated in Fig.2.1
As shown in Fig.2.1, in order to broadcast the message data (Navigation data
in GNSS eld), a transmitter has to be used to modify the baseband signal for
ecient transmission. It usually consists of the following subsystems [24]:a
preemphasizer, a quantizer, a coder, and a modulator. Correspondingly, in
order to extract the message from the received signal, the receiver may consist
of demodulator, a decoder, a lter and deemphasizer.
12
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Transmitter Channel Receiver
Noise and 
Distortion
Baseband
Signal
Output
Message
Figure 2.1: The structure of one single channel in GNSS.
Generally, baseband signals are not suitable for direct transmission due to
their low frequencies. Therefore, dierent modulation techniques are intro-
duced to facilitate the transmission. In old days, Binary Phase Shift Keying
(BPSK) was adopted in signal modulation, such as GPS, GLONASS. As
GNSS develops nowadays, the source of availability of frequency bands be-
comes limited, and the Binary Oset Carrier (BOC) modulation proposed by
Betz J. [25]is commonly used in modern GNSS to minimize the interference
between dierent navigation systems.
In terms of channel identities, two main channel access methods (CAM) are
utilized which are Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) and Frequency
Division Multiple Access (FDMA), and as time is going on, CDMA becomes
the main trend. Briey, the main features of the current satellite systems are
described Table 2.1
Briey, we can summarize the modulation adopted in GNSS eld as described
in Fig.2.2. It is necessary to make it clear that Fig.2.2 just presents the
simple description of the modulation, and the details of specic GNSS signal
generation can be found in corresponding Interface Control Documents (ICD)
[26].
From Fig.2.2, it can be learned that during the whole process, one signal may
consists of four components: Pseudo-Random Noise (PRN)code, Navigation
data, Sub-carrier, Carrier. Furthermore, sub-carrier is only introduced in
case of BOC modulation in modern GNSS such as Galileo, Compass and
13
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Table 2.1: Key Features of Current Main Satellite Navigation Systems
System GPS GLONASS Galileo COMPASS
Country USA Russia European
Union
China
Modulation
/ CAM
BPSK /
CDMA
BPSK /
FDMA,CDMA
BOC /
CDMA
BOC /
CDMA
Number of
Satellites
(Planned)
36 31 30 35
Carriers -L1=1.57542GHz,
-L2=1.22760GHz
-L3=1.38105GHz
-L4=1.37991GHz
-L5=1.17645GHz
-L1,FDMA = 1602
+ n  0.5625 MHz
-L2, FDMA =1246
+ n  0.4375 MHz -
L1,CDMA=1.5754GHz
-
L2,CDMA=1.242GHz
-
L3,CDMA=1.20714GHz
-
L5,CDMA=1176.45GHz
-E1-L1-E2=1.559-
1.592GHz -
E6=1.260-1.300GHz
-E5=1.164-1.215GHz
-B1=1.561098GHz
-B1-2=1.589742GHz
-B2=1.20714GHz
-B3=1.26852GHz
PRN
code
Navigation
data
Sub-Carrier Carrier
Signal
BOC 
Figure 2.2: The Generation of GNSS signals.
GPS modernization, that is to say, in old BPSK modulation in GPS, the
highlighted part in Fig.2.2 can be omitted. So, mathematically, the basic
signal yi can be expressed as
yi (t) = Ai  di  ci  csub;i  Cari(2fCart+ ) (2.1)
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where Ai denotes the amplitude of the signal, di denotes the navigation data
(sometimes it can also stand for secondary code like the pilot component of E1
signal in Galileo), ci represents the PRN code, csub;i represents the sub-carrier
which is only adopted in BOC modulation (csub;i = 1 when no sub-carrier
is involved), Cari represents the carrier function which is usually Sinusoid
function (sin)or Cosine function (cos), fCar is frequency of the carrier, 
means the initial phase of the carrier.
In the following part, we will provide a more detailed introduction of each
component.
2.1.1 Navigation data
Navigation data is the goal of a GNSS receiver, only given the data, can po-
sitioning result be calculated correctly. Dierent satellite navigation systems
have their own specic denition of navigation message both in structure
and contents. Navigation data contains all the parameters needed in posi-
tioning service, they are stored in each satellite with a validity duration and
broadcasted world-widely. There are mainly four types of parameters for
positioning[26]:
 Ephemeris :indicates the position of the satellite to the user receiver
 Time and clock correction parameters: used to compute pseudo-range
 Service parameters: needed to identify the set of navigation data, satel-
lites,and indicate the signal health
 Almanac: needed to indicate the position of all the satellites in the
constellation
When comparing two typical dierent satellite systems, GPS and Galileo, the
main dierence in terms of navigation data is that data rate has been extended
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from 50HZ in GPS to 125Hz in Galileo. In this sense, the broadcasting of
navigation message becomes more ecient but the data-transition problem
should be more taken care of in Galileo signal processing.
2.1.2 Pseudo-Random Noise (PRN) code
Pseudo-Random Noise (PRN) codes transmitted by satellites are determin-
istic periodic sequences bearing a close resemblance to a random sequence.
Each PRN code is generated using a tapped linear feedback shift register
(LFSR)[26]. The most important characteristics that decide its application
in CDMA systems are described as follows:
 Spread Spectrum
PRN is also referred to as spreading code, as literally explained, PRN
code can spread the bandwidth of data signal due to its higher chip
rate compared with counterpart in data signal. Therefore, once radi-
ated power is xed, the corresponding ux spectra density is decreased
to avoid interference with terrestrial microwave line-of-sight communi-
cation and other radio systems[4]. From another dierent angle, with
certain ux density constraints, the wider bandwidth can permit use of
higher power level to achieve suciently precise ranging accuracy. Fur-
thermore, this spread-spectrum technique is termed as direct-sequence
spread spectrum (DSSS).
 Periodic Sequences
All the PRN codes in GNSS eld are periodic. In GPS, the period of
C/A code is TC=A = 1ms, and in Galileo, the period of E1-B code is
extended to 4ms.
 Correlation Characteristics
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As mentioned before, the introduce of PRN code can help identifying
dierent channels or satellites due to its following properties (here, C/A
code is taken as an example):
1. Zero Cross Correlation
All the PRN codes (e.g.,C/A codes) are uncorrelated with each other,
that is to say, for C/A code ci and C/A code cj, the cross correlation
in discrete time can be written as (the length of code is assumed as one
single period TC=A)
Ri;j(m) =
1
L
LX
n=0
ci(L)cj(L+m)  0; for all m: (2.2)
where L is the total samples involved, L = fs  TC=A (fs is the sampling
frequency), m stands for code delay (units: samples)
As presented in Fig.2.3, no matter what value the code delay is, the
correlation result of two dierent PRN codes (here, C/A code no.1 and
no.2 are used as examples) is always close to zero.
2.Auto-Correlation Property
For all PRN codes, in the calculation of one PRN code's autocorrelation
function (ACF), the peak value can only show up in case that they are
perfectly aligned with zero time lag as shown in Fig.2.3. Similarly, in
discrete time, ACF can be expressed as
R (m)i;i =
8>>>>><>>>>>:
1  j m
Tcfs j if 0  jmj  Tc  fs
0 Otherwise
(2.3)
where Tc is the chip period of C/A code, Tc =
TC=A
1023
.
This property is used to synchronize the local code with the received sig-
nal. As it will be shown, in the tracking part,a Phase-Lock loop (PLL)
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is dedicated to adjusting the local code to achieve synchronization in
terms of code delay.
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Figure 2.3: The Correlation property of C/A code (sampling frequency
fs=16.3676 MHz).
2.1.3 Carrier and Sub-Carrier
As discussed in 2.1, a data signal, due to its low frequency, can not be di-
rectly broadcasted as the size of radiating antenna should be on the order of
one-tenth or more of the wavelength of the signal radiated [24]. In this sense,
direct broadcasting of data signal would necessitate a dramatically large an-
tenna which is impractical. Thus, carrier is modulated to increase the central
frequency of signal to facilitate the radiation. The values of dierent carrier
frequencies are shown in Table.2.1. To save frequency band several dierent
satellite systems actually share some common central frequencies, for exam-
ple, L1 signal (GPS) and E1 signal (Galileo) have the same carrier frequency
which is 1.57542GHz. Since this will cause the increased interference between
these signals, in new GNSS design (e.g., Galileo, Compass), the concept of
18
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Sub-carrier is proposed which can split or shift the previous main lobe of the
spectrum.
The rst choice of sub-carrier is equal to the sign of a sine or a cosine wave-
form as expressed in (2.4) mathematically, this choice produces a symmetrical
split spectrum with two main lobes shifted from the carrier frequency by the
amount equal to the subcarrier frequency fsub as shown in Fig.2.4. This
technique is termed as BOC modulation [25].
S(t) = sign[sin(2fsubt)] (2.4)
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Figure 2.4: Dierence in PSD between BPSK and BOC modulation.
BOC modulations depends on two independent design parameters :
 Subcarrier frequency fsub
 Spreading code rate fcode
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The signal with BOC modulation is usually noted as BOC(m,n),the pa-
rameter m stands for the ratio between fsub and a reference frequency f0
(f0 = 1:023MHz) and n stands for the ratio between fcode and f0. For in-
stance, BOC(1, 1) means a 1.023MHz subcarrier frequency and a 1.023MHz
code rate.
Dierent from BOC modulation, another conceptually similar option is Al-
ternative BOC (AltBOC) modulation which introduces a complex sub-carrier
so that the spectrum is not split up, as is the case of BOC, but simply shifted
to higher or lower frequencies. It is more complicated than BOC. Here for
simplicity, it won't be analyzed in depth, and more details can be found in
[25].
2.2 Signal Processing Operations
This section mainly introduces the fundamentals of signal processing tech-
niques involved in the GNSS receiver eld, to facilitate the understanding
of GNSS systems in depth and especially the subsequent chapters. There
are mainly four parts that will be analyzed individually: Frequency-domain
Analysis, Noise model, Kalman lter, Control system.
2.2.1 Frequency-domain Analysis
In signal processing, control systems engineering, etc., the frequency domain
analysis refers to the analysis of systems or signals with respect to frequency,
rather than time. Put simply, a time-domain graph shows how a signal
changes over time, whereas a frequency-domain graph shows how much of
the signal lies within each given frequency band over a range of frequen-
cies. There are mainly three dierent mathematical transforms employed in
frequency analysis as follows:
 Fourier transform
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 Laplace transform (S transform)
 Z transform
These three transform methods are similar but they are applied in dierent
contexts. In the remainder of this section, the evolution of Fourier transform
will be focused rst, and later, S transform and Z transform will be briey
introduced on the basis of the Fourier transform.
The development of Fourier analysis has a long history involving many in-
dividuals and the investigation of many physical phenomena. For instance,
Babylonians rst proposed the concept of 'trigonometric sums' to describe
periodic phenomena, and eventually, more notable scientists were involved in
this topic. Finally, the theory of Fourier series was broadly accepted by emi-
nent scientists due to the contribution of Fourier and other related scientists
and mathematicians, at the same time, Fourier extended his research work
from Fourier series to Fourier transform which is still the powerful tool for
the analysis of Linear Time-Invariant (LTI) systems [27].
1.Fourier series (for periodic signal)
The evolution of Fourier transform can be introduced starting from Fourier
series, given a periodic continuous-time signal x(t) with period T , its Fourier
series representation can be expressed as:
x(t) =
+1X
k= 1
ake
jkw0t =
+1X
k= 1
ake
jk(2=T )t; (2.5)
where
ak =
1
T
Z
T
x(t)e jkw0tdt =
1
T
Z
T
x(t)e jk(2=T )tdt
The set of coecients ak are Fourier series coecients of x(t). These coe-
cients measure the portion of the signal x(t) that is at each harmonic of the
fundamental component (at fundamental frequency w0).
Similarly, when it comes to discrete-time counterpart, suppose x[n] is a pe-
riodic sequence with period N , the mathematically expression of its Fourier
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series pair is :
x[n] =
X
k=<N>
ake
jkw0n =
X
k=<N>
ake
jk(2=N)n; (2.6)
where
ak =
1
N
X
k=<N>
x[n]e jkw0n =
1
N
X
k=<N>
x[n]e jk(2=N)n
where, k =< N > means parameter k can vary over a range of N successive
integers. e.g. k = 0;1;:::;N   1 or k = 5;6;7:::;N + 4.
2.Fourier transform (for aperiodic signal)
Based on the Fourier series concept, in case of aperiodic signal, the mathe-
matical expression of Fourier transform can be derived [27]. Given a aperiodic
continuous signal x(t) , the Fourier transform pair can be written as:
x(t) =
1
2
Z +1
 1
X(jw)ejwtdw (2.7)
where
X(jw) =
Z +1
 1
x(t)e jwtdt
X(jw) is termed as the Fourier Transform of x(t) .
Similarly, in case of discrete aperiodic signal x(n), the Fourier transform pair
can be written as:
x[n] =
1
2
Z
2
X(jw)ejwndw (2.8)
where
X(jw) =
+1X
n= 1
x[n]e jwn
3.Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT)
As the digital technique develops, in real implementation, the signal process-
ing is intended to be accomplished in a digital computer or digital hardware
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rather than analogy circuits. In this sense, a continuous signal is always sam-
pled and converted to discrete samples by A/D converter. Therefore, the
Fourier analysis of discrete-time sequences becomes the focus in the eld of
practical frequency analysis of a signal. Eventually a technique termed as
DFT for nite-duration signals emerged. The denition is as follows:
Given a signal of nite duration x[n], suppose x[n] = 0 when outside the
interval 0  n  NL   1, assume N  NL, then DFT can be written
mathematically as:
~X[k] =
1
N
N 1X
n=0
x[n]e jk(2=N)n; k = 0;1;:::;N   1 (2.9)
and the original nite duration signal can be recovered from its DFT as:
x[n] =
N 1X
k=0
~X[k]ejk(2=N)n; n = 0;1;:::;N   1 (2.10)
Practically,the fast Fourier transform (FFT) algorithm is employed for the
calculation of DFT. Based on (2.9), we can rewrite it as
~X[k] =
1
N
N 1X
n=0
x[n]e jk(2=N Ts)nTs ; k = 0;1;:::;N   1 (2.11)
where Ts is sampling period:
comparing (2.11) with (2.8), we can nd actually that DFT corresponds to
the samples of X(ejw) taken with an interval 2=T (T is the time length of
signal x[n]). This also explains the physical meaning of DFT in practical
computation.
4.S and Z transforms
As discussed before, Fourier transform can provide us with a representation
for signals as linear combinations of complex exponentials of the form ex with
x = jw. In order to represent a broader class of signals, Laplace transform
and Z transform are developed separately in continuous time and discrete
time.
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The denition of S transform is:
X(s) =
Z +1
 1
x(t)e stdt (2.12)
where s can be expressed as
s =  + jw: (2.13)
The denition of Z transform is:
X(z) =
n=+1X
n= 1
x[n]z n (2.14)
where z can be expressed as
z = rejw: (2.15)
(2.13) and (2.15) can provide an insight into the relationship between S trans-
form ,Z transform and Fourier transform, which can help understanding S and
Z transforms more in depth. After all, S and Z transforms rather than pure
Fourier transform are the common tools for system analysis.
2.2.2 Kalman Filter
A Kalman lter is simply an optimal recursive data processing algorithm,
which operates recursively on streams of noisy input data to produce a sta-
tistically optimal estimate of the underlying system state [28]. Here is only
provided, a brief overview of this optimal estimator, key characteristics will
be summarized to disclose the secret of Kalman systems.
Fist, the general mathematical expression of the system can be written as:
8<: System model : Xk = Ak Xk 1 +Bk  Uk 1 +WkMeasurememnt model : Zk = Hk Xk + Vk (2.16)
where
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Xk is the state transition matrix.
Bk is the control-input matrix.
Wk is the process noise, and its covariance matrix is
E[WkW
T
k ] = Qk (2.17)
Hk is the observation matrix.
Vk is observation noise, and its covariance matrix is
E[WkW
T
k ] = Rk (2.18)
and the whole structure of the system is illustrated in Fig.2.5 from which,
it is shown that the system mainly includes two steps: Time update and
measurement update.
(1) Compute Kalman gain
1( )k k k k k k kK P H H P H R
   
! "
T T
(2) Update estimates with
measurement kZ
   ( )k k kk k kX X K Z H X
  
! " #  #
(3) Update the error covariance
( )k k k kP I K H P
 
!  
(initial error variance)iniP
 
0 (initial estimate)X
 
Measurement UpdateTime Update
(1) Project the state ahead
  
1k kk k kX A X B U
 
 ! # "
(2) Project the error covariance
ahead
1k k k k kP A P A Q
 
 
! # # "
T
Figure 2.5: The structure of a Kalman system.
In addition, the detailed derivation of Kalman lter is presented in [29] where
we can nd that the key heart of the algorithm is an application of least-square
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method (The derivation of Kalman gain Kk shown in Fig.2.5 is based on the
least-square method)in a matrix system. Therefore, it is very important to
point out the rst key characteristic:
1. The error terms and measurements in the system are not necessarily Gaus-
sian distributed, Kalman's original motivation is to minimize the covariance
of estimations without any assumption in noise models.
But, in real applications, such as guidance, navigation and control of vehicles,
Additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) model is always adopted due to its
tractability property. The use of AWGN model can make the system much
more easier to be analyzed in mathematics with certain degree of accuracy
[29], and furthermore, under the AWGN hypothesis, the estimate result of
KF is unbiased. In the following part, the AWGN model is introduced.
AWGN is a channel model in which the only impairment to communication
is a linear addition of white noise with a constant spectral density (PSD : N0
2
W=Hz, two-sided.) and a zero-mean Gaussian distribution of amplitude.
Zero-mean Gaussian distribution:
Suppose that parameterX conforms to zero-mean Gaussian distribution, then
it is noted as:
X  N(0;2) (2.19)
where 2 means the variance of X, and probability density function can be
written as:
f(x) =
1p
2
exp[  1
22
x2] (2.20)
In presence of noise, the received signal given in (2.1)can be expressed as
yi (t) = Ai  di  ci  csub;i  Cari(2fCart+ ) + nIF (t) (2.21)
In addition, according to Nyquist theorem [27], the sampling frequency in
front-end is set as
fs = 2BIF (2.22)
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where BIF is the bandwidth of the front-end lter as shown in Fig.2.6,
therefore, the variance of noise is :
2 = N0 BIF = N0  fS
2
(2.23)
IFfIFf 
( / )PSD w Hz
( )f Hz
IFB
0
2
N
Figure 2.6: WGN Noise model.
From the mathematical equations of KF system (2.16), we can conclude the
second characteristic:
2. Kalman lter system is a linear system.
This is a restriction of KF system. As shown in (2.16), both system model and
measurement model are linear, but practically, the application of KF can be
extended to non-linear cases with the technique termed as Extended Kalman
lter (EKF) in which Taylor series theory is employed for a non-linear system
to approach an approximate linear system.
Above all, another signicant characteristic is the third property:
3. The propagation of error covariance Pk as shown in Fig.2.5.
This is a very important factor to decide the optimality of a KF system, since
the value of Pk, Qk and Rk can decide the weight of faith in measurements.
Put simply, as Rk increases, the system will trust the value of measurement
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more. As illustrated in Fig.2.5, at the beginning, a relatively big Pk is initially
set, which means the faith probability of initial system states' values is very
low, eventually, Pk will become smaller, especially, in stead-state, Qk and Rk
will dominate the system performance while Pk depends on Qk and Rk to
some degree at that period. Briey, KF can be treated as a 'self-adaptive'
lter.
Last but not least, another aspect of its optimality is the estimation process
which will be explained as characteristic 4.
4. A Kalman lter incorporates all information that can be provided to
it. It processes all available measurements, regardless Of their precision, to
estimate the current value of the variables of interest [28], the information
used in KF system can be summarized as:
 The information of system and measurement models which link the
parameters of interest.
 The statistical description of the system noises, measurement noises.
 initial conditions of the variables of interest.
KF process estimates all the variables in a 'coupled' manner and this method-
ology can be extended to vector tracking techniques to improve the overall
performance of a system.
2.2.3 Control Theory
In engineering and mathematics, control theory mainly deals with the be-
haviour of dynamical systems. In order to make a system work in a reference
routine, a controller can manipulate the feedback to obtain the desired ef-
fect on the output of the system. Furthermore, rapid advances in digital
system technologies help facilitating the implementation of complicated and
advanced control systems.
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In the eld of GNSS applications, control systems are also very important
due to its wide employment, such as in the tracking loop design which is a
key part in GNSS receivers. Hereafter, for simplicity, Phase-Lock-Loop is
mainly considered as a typical example. The model of PLL in S-domain can
be illustrated as Fig.2.7.
0k  
Loop
Filter(F(s))!( )i s"
NCO
1 /k S
( )
l
s"
0 ( )V s
Figure 2.7: Control model of PLL.
The transfer function of the loop can be written as
H(s) =
l(s)
i(s)
=
k0k1F (s)
S + k0k1F (s)
(2.24)
In addition, in complicated cases, Mason's rule can be adopted to write the
transfer function in a simple way.
As presented in Fig.2.7, in order to track the input variable i(s), the dier-
ence between the input variable and local reference l(s) will be rst com-
puted, the error will go through the loop lter in order to decrease the noise
inuence (Here, it is important to notice that strictly, 'loop lter'
F (s) is not a true lter dened traditionally, it is just one 'separate'
part in one control loop), then the output of loop lter V0(s) will be used
to adjust local numerically-controlled-oscillator (NCO) to generate a new lo-
cal reference as the feedback. So, the system works in a closed loop cyclically.
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In the following part, only some points of a control system will be discussed
briey.
1. Stability
Give a system described by (2.24), rst stability should be considered to
judge if a system is suitable or not. Basically, as shown in Fig.2.8 the poles
of the loop transfer function can decide the stability of the corresponding
system. If poles (Spole =  + jw) are all located in left-plan, the system is
stable, otherwise, not.
Im( )S w 
Re( )S ! 
Figure 2.8: The stability of a control system.
Practically, there are several method for stability judgement:
1.Routh Hurwitz criterion
2.Calculation of exact locations of roots
 root locus technique
 Nyquist criterion
 Bode plot
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3.Simulation (only general procedures for nonlinear systems)
Particulary, in terms of loop lter design, root locus technique and Bode plot
can be used as tools to get thorough analysis results [16].
2. The order of the system
The choice of a control system's order depends on the specic applications.
Here in a PLL the phase input can be written as:
H(s) =
l(s)
i(s)
=
k0k1F (s)
S + k0k1F (s)
(2.25)
from which, it can be concluded that the order of the system depends on
the selection of F (S). In terms of F (S) design, there are mainly three
methods[16]:
 1.The transformation from the analog domain
 2.Controlled-root method
 3.Minimization of a specic cost function
Traditionally, option 3 as used in [30] is commonly adopted, in real imple-
mentation design, option 2 can also be employed to improve the model accu-
racy which can solve the potential problems involved in option 3 such as BT
problem [31].
In PLL applications the phase input is usually modeled in the form
(t) = (a+ bt+ ct2 + :::)u(t) (2.26)
Therefore, based on (2.25) and (2.26), if the highest order of PLL is n, then
the PLL can track n terms of (2.26) with zero steady-state phase error.
3. Transformation from S domain to Z domain
In our real implementation, especially in digital system designs, Z transform
is crucial, as it can give a direct indication on concrete details of the system
implementation. Given the mathematical model of a system in S domain,
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Z-transformation has to be employed to get the approximately equivalent
counterpart in discrete time.
There are three transformation methods as shown in Fig.2.9:
 Forward dierence: s! Z 1
T
 Backward dierence: s! Z 1
TZ
 Trapezoidal Approximation: s! 2
T
Z 1
Z+1
  
( )f t ( )f t
t tkT ( 1)k T! kT ( 1)k T!
Forward
difference
Backward
difference
 
( )f t
tkT ( 1)k T!
Trapezoidal
approximation
Figure 2.9: Three types of Z-transformation methods.
and the corresponding mapping of the stability region between the S plane
and the Z Plane is shown in Fig.2.10
1 1
1
Forward
difference
Backward 
difference
Trapezoidal
approximation
Figure 2.10: Mapping of the stability region between the S plane and the Z
Plane.
The choice of transformation method depends on dierent applications, usu-
ally, trapezoidal approximation is employed, but the other two options can
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be adopted in analysis of some specic systems, such as the Kalman system
which we will discuss in Section 5.
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Chapter 3
Fast Nearly ML Estimation of
Doppler Frequency in GNSS
Signal Acquisition Process
3.1 Introduction
The main purpose of the acquisition and tracking systems of a GNSS receiver
is to provide an estimate of the Doppler frequency fd, the code delay  , and
the phase of the carrier, , of the signal transmitted by each visible satellite.
The task of the acquisition system is to detect the visible satellites and to
provide, for each detected satellite, a coarse estimate
D
f^ad ;^
a
E
of fd and  .
This parameter vector is then passed to the tracking systems, whose task
is to rene this estimate. The renement of Doppler frequency estimate is
generally performed by a classic phase lock loop (PLL), which requires an
initial estimate much more accurate than the one provided by the acquisition
system. Therefore it is necessary to improve the accuracy of the estimate f^ad
to an acceptable level before starting the operations of the phase tracking
loop. A system typically adopted by a GNSS receiver to reach this goal is a
frequency lock loop (FLL) which is generally integrated within a PLL. The
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rst renement is done by a robust FLL operating at wideband, then the
loop bandwidth is gradually reduced and nally the system switches to a
PLL scheme [1, 6]. Other methods [3, 7] rene the frequency estimate by
exploiting the phase dierence between two successive periods of data. An
interpolation method is introduced in [8] to estimate the true value of the
Doppler frequency, but it is based on an empirical approximation.
In most of the previous methods, usually the estimates of fd and  are picked
in a search plane only considering the peak cell without any usage of the other
cells. In the elds of communications, audio, medical, instrumentation, and
others [32], the problem of estimating the frequency of a tone contaminated
with noise is tackled for example by Quinn [33, 34], MacLeod [35, 36], and Ja-
cobsen [32, 37], by exploiting the idea of rening the nal frequency estimate
using the peak sample and two neighbors of the discrete Fourier components.
At the same time there are other methods, studied in [38, 39], which utilize
the phase information. These methods cannot be directly applied to the ac-
quisition of a GNSS signal, because of the very low signal-to-noise ratio and
the dierent signal model, but they can inspire us to do some innovation in
GNSS frequency estimation.
In this chapter, the peak and neighbor points of the cross-ambiguity func-
tion (CAF) in the frequency domain are used to derive a simple formula
that greatly improves the accuracy of the frequency estimate provided by
the acquisition system. The CAF was initially derived in [4] using statistical
principles, then [40] presented a new approach of the CAF derivation. Fur-
thermore in this chapter the approximation in CAF main lobe is analyzed
in details, based on this approximation, and a new family of methods for re-
ning the estimate of the Doppler frequency is proposed, which exploits the
cells close to the peak in the search plane. Compared to the traditional meth-
ods, these methods signicantly improve the accuracy without increasing the
computation complexity or using additional received data.
A preliminary version of this work was presented in [41]. With respect to
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that previous work, here we extend and complete all the mathematical deriva-
tions, extend the performance analysis with appropriate comparisons, derive
and discuss the Cramer-Rao lower bound (CRLB) for the frequency esti-
mator showing that the proposed approach is close to the CRLB (quasi-ML
approach), and include the theoretical analysis of other non-AWGN nuisances.
This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 3.2 the signal model is pre-
sented and the approximate mathematical expression of the CAF in the main
lobe is obtained. In Section 3.3 a new family of algorithms is derived and
proved to work perfectly in the absence of noise. In Section 3.4 the perfor-
mance of the proposed algorithms is investigated in the presence of additive
noise; both the CRLB and a least-square (LS) solution are derived as bench-
mark, and the comparison shows that the new algorithms can approach very
closely the CRLB. Besides that, a simple averaging approach based on non-
coherent sums is proposed to improve the accuracy of the algorithms in low
SNR conditions. Furthermore, in Section 3.5, the eects of other nuisances,
uncorrelated with the additive noise, are analysed, and some countermeasures
are proposed. Finally, in Section 3.6 the conclusion is drawn.
3.2 Fundamentals of the new algorithms
Acquisition
Process
New Proposed 
Method
CAF
Analysis
Fine Doppler 
Frequency
Two-dimensional grid
Primitive Process One Step Added 
Figure 3.1: Brief structure of new Doppler frequency renement process.
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The basic scheme of the acquisition method proposed in this chapter is il-
lustrated in Figure 3.1. The left part of the gure indicates the traditional
GNSS acquisition process from which a two-dimensional search grid (marked
in green color) is generally obtained, while the right side shows the presence
of a new additional block able to rene the Doppler frequency estimate in a
simple way. The innovation proposed in this chapter refers to the algorithms
used by this additional block to rene the frequency estimate.
3.2.1 Acquisition process
The acquisition system for GNSS application is based on the maximum-
likelihood estimation theory which can be briey described as follows [42].
The incoming sampled signal can be denoted as a vector
y = [y(0) y(1)    y(L  1)] (3.1)
where L is the total number of the samples, and
y(n) = r(n) +W (n) (3.2)
where r(n) is a signal which contains a vector of unknown parameters a =
[1 2 3    K ], W (n) is a zero-mean White Gaussian Noise (WGN) ran-
dom process with variance 2, and 0  n  L  1.
The ML estimate of the parameter vector a can be found by maximizing the
likelihood function, which depends on the probability density function (PDF),
that is
p(y; a) =
1
(22)
L
2
exp
"
  1
22
L 1X
n=0
(y(n)  r(n))2
#
=
1
(22)
L
2
exp
"
  1
22
L 1X
n=0
 
y2(n) + r2(n)

+
1
22
L 1X
n=0
y(n)r(n)
#
(3.3)
where the test signal r(n) has the same structure of r(n), but the unknown
parameter vector a is substituted by a vector a, whose elements are variables
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dened in a range rana that contains all the possible values of the unknown
vector a, that is to say, a 2 rana.
If the energy of the test signal r(n) (that is the term
L 1P
n=0
r2(n) in (3.3)) does
not depend on a, then it is possible to show, [42] that the corresponding ML
estimate baML of a is
baML = arg max
a2rana
L 1X
n=0
y(n)r(n) (3.4)
So, in this case, the ML estimation actually depends on the scalar product
R(a) between the test signal and the received signal, dened as
R(a) =
L 1X
n=0
y(n)r(n) (3.5)
baML can be found by searching the maximum R(a) in the range rana.
In GNSS eld, without considering the inuence of noise, the received signal,
after down-conversion and sampling, can be written as [1]
y (nTs) =
NvX
m=1
ym(nTs) (3.6)
where Nv is the number of satellites in view, and
ym(nTs) = AmCm(nTs  m)dm(nTs  m) cos(2(fIF +fd;m)nTs+'m) (3.7)
where Am is the amplitude of the signal, Cm(nTs m) = cm(nTs m)sb(nTs 
m) is the product of the satellite spreading code cm(nTs m) and subcarrier
sb(nTs   m) used in the new GNSS systems [26], such as in Galileo (if no
subcarrier is present, then sb(nTs m)=1), m is the code delay, dm(nTs m)
is the navigation data, fIF is the intermediate frequency, fd;m is the Doppler
frequency shift, 'm is the phase of the carrier, and Ts is the sampling interval
(the inverse of the sampling frequency fs).
From (3.7), we can learn that in principle, the satellite signal actually contains
four unknown parameters: code delay (), Doppler frequency (fd), carrier
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phase (') and data bit. However in the acquisition process, only two of them
are estimated, which are  and fd.
With respect to the parameter data bit, in the implementation, a noncoherent
acquisition scheme is used to solve the problem, so here we assume that there
is no data-transition in the accumulation period.
Considering the parameter carrier phase, its inuence can be removed by
involving two components in the acquisition process which are Inphase com-
ponent (I) and 900 phase-shifted Quadphase (Q) component [43]. Therefore,
the test signal r(n) can be written as
r(n) = C(nTs   )e2(fIF+fd)nTs (3.8)
where the parameter vector becomes a =

 ;fd

, and the energy of r(n) is
not related to a. So the accumulation process in acquisition can be expressed
mathematically as
R( ;fd) =
1
L
L 1X
n=0
y(n)C(nTs   )e2(fIF+fd)nTs (3.9)
Equation (3.9) is known as cross-ambiguity function (CAF). Based on (3.4)
(3.5), the ML estimate of [;fd] can be obtained [42], as
baML = argmax
rana
R( ;fd) (3.10)
where j  j means the modulus of a complex value, and the range of a, rana
will be discussed in Section 3.3.
There are mainly three acquisition schemes [43]: Serial search acquisition,
parallel frequency space search acquisition and parallel code phase search ac-
quisition. No matter what kind of scheme is used, a two-dimensional search
grid (Figure 3.4) is always obtained, and the resulting estimated vector is se-
lected as the location of the peak cell, and, at the same time, the other cells in
the search grid are abandoned. However because of the large frequency search-
ing step fsp, the frequency estimate error is located in the range [ fsp2 ;fsp2 ],
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so the initial Doppler frequency estimate is usually not accurate enough to
pass to the tracking loop directly.
In order to rene the Doppler frequency estimate, a system typically used is
the Frequency Lock Loop (FLL) mentioned in [1, 6]. An FLL needs additional
data and a special structure, which is generally embedded inside the tracking
loops. Another typical technique, [3, 7], which exploits the phase relation of
consecutive data (p.150 in [3]), also needs additional data, and, at the same
time, encompasses an ambiguity problem in the phase measurement, that has
to be solved. Actually this technique is essentially similar to an FLL with a
particular discriminator.
In this chapter, we develop new methods to rene the Doppler frequency
estimate, based only on the search grid already evaluated by the acquisition,
that is, we do not have to compute new correlations, but we only use the
neighbor cells of the CAF peak, already available in the search grid.
3.2.2 Analytical expression of the CAF
The CAF [40] is used in radar, sonar and other similar systems to estimate
the time delay and the Doppler shift of an incoming signal. An accurate
estimation of these signal parameters generally requires the evaluation of
several CAF samples, at the cost of an increased computational complexity.
In this chapter we propose a family of methods which exploits the knowledge
of an approximate expression of the analytical formula of the CAF, given in
[40], to reach a trade-o between accuracy and complexity.
Following the approach presented in [40], the CAF associated to the generic
i-th satellite code, locally generated for each trial value of code delay  and
Doppler frequency fd, can be written as
Si( ;fd) =
NvX
m=1
Rm;i( ;fd) (3.11)
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where Rm;i( ;fd) is the contribution to the CAF of the m-th signal ym(nTs).
Its analytical expression is [40]
Rm;i( ;fd) =
1
Td
TdZ
0
ym(t)  fCi(t  )ej2(fIF+fd)tgdt
=
Am
2Td
e j'mfFfPTd(t)g  Ffbm;i(t)ggf=f
= Bm
1X
k= 1
ak(m;i)Sinc

f   k
Tp

Td

e
 j(f  k
Tp
)Td (3.12)
where Bm = (Am=2Td)e
 j'm , the subscript i denotes the i-th satellite code
generated by the local generator, Td is the integration time, Ffg denotes
Fourier transform, the symbol  denotes convolution operation, Tp is the code
period,  is the code delay estimate introduced in the local code, Sinc(x) =
sin(x)=x, fd is the Doppler frequency estimate introduced in the local carrier,
f is the Doppler frequency estimate error which can be expressed as
f = fd;m   fd (3.13)
bm;i(t) is the product of two spreading codes, that is
bm;i(t) = Cm(t  m)Ci(t  ); (3.14)
and PTd is a window function dened as
PTd =
8<: 1; 0 < t < Td0; otherwise (3.15)
Since bm;i(t) is a periodic signal with a period equal to the code period, its
Fourier transform leads to a line spectrum with coecients given by
ak(m;i) =
1
Tp
Z
Tp
bm;i(t)e
 jk(2=Tp)dt (3.16)
and the convolution with the line spectrum leads to the summation in (5.4).
In Figure 3.2 the distribution of ak(m;i) is shown in the case m   = 0:2 Tch,
where Tch is the chip duration. Thanks to the property of Pseudo Random
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Figure 3.2: The value of ak when m    =  = 0:2 Tch in the GPS case.
Noise (PRN) code, as expected, a0(m=i) predominates over the other ak(m;i).
To better understand the nature of the summation in (5.4), let us refer to
Figure 3.3 where for simplicity, we represent the quantity
1X
k= 1
ak(i;i)
Sincf   kTp

Td
 (3.17)
to demonstrate the relationship among dierent Sinc functions. As Figure
3.3 shows, if a0 is the peak component in (5.4) (the subscript i;i is omitted to
simplify the notations) only the components strictly adjacent to a0 (i.e. a 2
a 1 a1 a2 ...) aect the shape of the main lobe of (5.4), while the contribution
of faraway components can be ignored. So, if we can guarantee that the adja-
cent coecients (a 2 a 1 a1 a2 ...) are far smaller than a0, the mathematical
expression of the CAF in the main lobe (subscript 'ml') can be written as
Si( ;fd)ml = Ri;i( ;fd)ml +
X
m6=i
Rm;i( ;fd)ml
 Ai
2
e j'ia0Sinc(fTd)e jfTd (3.18)
where a0 = a0(i;i) = R(), and  = m    . As a conclusion the
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approximate expression of the CAF in its main lobe is
Si( ;fd)ml 
Ai
2
e j'iR()Sinc(fTd)e jfTd (3.19)
a0
a2
a1a-1
a-2 a3...a-3...
Main lobe
1
pT
2
d p
T T 
1
d
T
Figure 3.3: The combination of Sinc functions.
The validity of this approximation can be improved in two ways:
1. By enlarging the integration time Td. In fact as Td increases, the ad-
jacent components will 'move' away relatively. In other words, as Td
increases the width of the lobe decreases, while the distance between
two Sinc functions stays constant, as it depends on the code period.
2. By decreasing the values of the adjacent coecients (a 2 a 1 a1 a2 ...).
This can be obtained by improving the accuracy of code delay estimate,
so as to work close to the maximum of R().
Based on the CAF expression in (3.19), new algorithms for a better estimation
of the Doppler frequency are discussed hereafter, both in ideal (i.e., noiseless,
Section 3.3) and realistic (Section 3.4) scenarios.
3.3 Doppler frequency evaluation in the absence
of noise
The signal acquisition process is basically a two dimensional search in a grid
plane (commonly referred to as search space), as shown in Figure 3.4, where
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 2 (0;Tp)(X-axis range), and fd 2 ( fdmax;fdmax)(Y-axis range). The vari-
ables under test  and fd are discretized with a step sp for the code delay,
and a step fsp for the Doppler frequency. The integration time is Td = LTs
(where L is the total number of integrated samples). The number of trial
points in the two axes are N = Td=sp, and Nf = 2fdmax=fsp. Therefore
the grid plane contains N Nf cells, and each cell (marked by yellow color
in Figure 3.4) corresponds to a parameter pair


 ;fd

. Finally the decision
variable for the acquisition is
S( ;fd)ml =
Si( ;fd)ml (3.20)
Doppler
frequency
Code delay
A
B
C
cell column
stepf
step 
Figure 3.4: Two-dimensional search space.
The purpose of a traditional acquisition system is to nd the coordinates of
the peak cell of the grid plane when the satellite we want to detect is visible.
To improve the accuracy of the estimates, the steps sp and fsp must be
decreased, at the expenses of the computational complexity, since the number
of points of the search space increases. The empirical value fsp = 2=(3LTs) is
a typical choice [34] for the Doppler frequency step.
An example of search space is shown in Figure 3.4. The column (marked in
green) crossing the peak cell (marked A) contains cells which share the same
code delay. When the i-th satellite is visible, the function in this column
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is as shown in Figure 3.5, where the X-axis contains the variable Doppler
frequency fd, while the Y-axis represents the absolute value of the acquisition
test statistic S( ;fd)ml. As indicated in Figure 3.3, the width of the main lobe
is 2=Td = 2=(LTs). Since fsp = 2=(3LTs), this guarantees that three adjacent
points of the frequency domain CAF (A, B, C) are located in the main lobe,
and then we can assume that (3.19) is always valid in these points.
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Figure 3.5: The plot of the column (  ).
The cells A B C are characterized by the triplets (A;fA;SA), (B;fB;SB),
and (C ;fC ;SC), where the code delay is the same for all the cells in the
same column (A = B = C) and we adopt the notation SX = S(X ;fdX)ml;
X = (A;B;C) for simplicity. In the case of no noise, these triplets can be
used to nd the true Doppler frequency fd, as it will be be shown hereafter.
This will be also the starting point of the estimation method proposed in this
chapter, when the measurements are aected by noise.
3.3.1 True solution based on the absolute value of CAF
In [41] which is our initial work on this topic, we can also nd the basic
idea about the solution based on the absolute value of the CAF. Under the
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assumption that there is no data transition in the integration interval, based
on (3.19) and (3.20) we can write the following equations [41]
SA =
A
2
jR()j Sinc  LTs(fd   fA)
SB =
A
2
jR()j Sinc  LTs(fd   fB)
SC =
A
2
jR()j Sinc  LTs(fd   fC)
(3.21)
where the unknowns are the amplitude A, the value of the code correlation
function R(), and the true Doppler frequency fd. We are going to show
that the value of fd can be easily computed from the above system of equations
[41].
First of all we observe that, when the points are located in the main lobe
(like points A B C in Figure 3.5), we can write
Sinc(LTs(fd   fA)) =
Sinc(LTs(fd   fA)). Now, according to (5.6) we write f = fd  f , so
f S = (fd  f)S
= fdS   A jR()j sin(LTsf)
2LTs
(3.22)
Based on (5.13) and (5.14), we can write
fASA + fBSB + fCSC = fdSA + fdSB + fdSC   SA;B;C (3.23)
where
SA;B;C =
A jR()j
2LTs
(sin(LTsfA) + sin(LTsfB) + sin(LTsfC))
(3.24)
Considering fsp = 2=(3LTS):
fB = fA +
2
3LTs
) fB = fA + 2
3LTs
fC = fA  
2
3LTs
) fC = fA   2
3LTs
(3.25)
from which
SA;B;C = sin (LTsfA)+sin

LTsfA +
2
3

+sin

LTsfA   2
3

= 0
(3.26)
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By substituting (3.26) for SA;B;C in (3.23) we obtain fASA+fBSB+fCSC =
fd(SA + SB + SC), from which we can write the true Doppler frequency as
fd =
fASA + fBSB + fCSC
SA + SB + SC
(3.27)
This expression gives the correct value of the Doppler frequency fd, inde-
pendently from the code delay error  , in the absence of noise and other
nuisances. This equation represents a weighted average of the three mea-
sured points, and can be used as a rst promising estimator of the Doppler
frequency even when the CAF is aected by noise. Notice that (3.27) is valid
only when the Doppler frequency step is fsp = 2=(3LTS).
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Figure 3.6: The cells chosen in the generalized method.
More in general, if we choose the Doppler frequency step as
fsp =
2
nLTs
(3.28)
where n is a positive integer, we can choose the cells as follows:
 When n is odd, we take (n  1)=2 cells at each side of the peak cell as
shown in Figure 3.6(a).
 When n is even, we take n=2 cells at one side and [(n=2)  1] cells on
the other side of the peak cell, as Figure 3.6(b) shows.
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No matter what value n assumes (even or odd), there will be n cells taken
into the nal calculation, and (3.26) will become
n 1X
k=0
sin

LTsf1 +
2k
LTs

= 0 (3.29)
where f1 = fd   f 1 and f 1 is the trial value of the Doppler frequency in
the rst cell of the set (i.e., the cell 1 marked in Figure 3.6). Then (3.27)
becomes
fd =
nP
k=1
fkSk
nP
k=1
Sk
(3.30)
which can be adopted as an estimator of the Doppler frequency in the presence
of noise.
For simplicity, hereafter we refer to solution (3.27) as algorithm R-3 and
solution (3.30) as algorithm R-n.
3.3.2 True solution based on complex values of CAF
Based on[33, 35], we can obtain another similar solution by using the test
statistic S( ;fd)ml in the complex form given in (3.19). In fact it is possible
to show that
fd;complex = Real

fCSC + fASAe
 jfspTd + fBSBe
 j2fspTd
SC + SAe jfspTd + SBe j2fspTd

= Real
( 
fC jSC j+ fAjSAj+ fBjSBj

e j(fCTd+'i)
(jSC j+ jSAj+ jSBj)e j(fCTd+'i)
)
=
fC jSC j+ fAjSAj+ fBjSBj
jSC j+ jSAj+ jSBj
= fd (3.31)
At the same time, similarly to (3.30), we can generalize this solution as
fd;complex = Real
8>><>>:
nP
k=1
fkSke
 j(k 1)fspTd
nP
k=1
Ske j(k 1)fspTd
9>>=>>; (3.32)
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where fk+1 = fk+ fsp and f1 is the Doppler frequency value in cell 1 marked
in Figure 3.6.
For simplicity, hereafter we refer to solution (3.31) as algorithm C-3 and
solution (3.32) as algorithm C-n.
3.3.3 Test of validity
The formulas in the previous sections show that, in the absence of noise
and other nuisances, the proposed equations are able to evaluate the true
Doppler frequency, so leading the estimation error range from the traditional
( fsp=2;fsp=2) to theoretically zero. A possible residual error can arise due
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Figure 3.7: Cumulative distribution of the frequency errors (comparison
between the conventional and methods R-3 and C-3).
to the fact that the method is based on an approximate formulation of the
test statistic (3.19). Therefore to test its validity, we set up a simulated ac-
quisition campaign, where the Doppler frequency estimation error due to the
traditional acquisition method is compared with the residual error introduced
by the algorithms R-3, R-n, C-3, and C-n. In the simulations the GNSS sig-
nals are generated by using the signal simulator N-FUELS [44], and several
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instances of a Galileo E1-b signal are obtained. Firstly we tested the methods
in an ideal scenario (i.e., noiseless), with parameters fIF = 4 MHz, fs = 17
MHz,  = 0:11 ms.
The accumulation time of the acquisition stage is set to the minimum period
(4 ms), assuming that no data transition occurs in this period, the Doppler
frequency step is
fsp =
2
3LTs
= 167 Hz (3.33)
and 67 dierent values of fd are randomly chosen in the range ( 4500;4500)
Hz. This makes the original errors uniformly distributed in ( fsp=2;fsp=2),
as also proved in Figure 3.7, where the cumulative distribution of the Doppler
frequency estimation errors is shown. After the renements obtained by us-
ing R-3 or C-3, the error range decreases to nearly ( 0:8;0:8) Hz, which is
a residual numerical error due to the approximations introduced in (5.12),
(3.19).
So we can conclude that in the absence of noise, in experiments, the new
methods eliminate the error in the evaluation of the Doppler frequency due
to the discretization of the search space, just using three cells selected in
the main lobe of the frequency-domain CAF. The only constraint is that the
Doppler frequency step has to be as given in (5.17), with n = 3. Moreover
the obtained results show that the method is not aected by the code delay
error  .
The practical situation in which the noise is unavoidable is discussed in the
next section.
3.4 Doppler frequency estimation in the pres-
ence of noise
In real scenarios, we have to consider the inuence of noise, which can be
modeled as an Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN), as it is usual in the
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literature. Then the received signal model becomes
ey(nTs) = y(nTs) + (nTs)
= Ac(nTs   )sb(nTs   )d(nTs   )
cos (2(fIF + fd)nTs + ') + (nTs) (3.34)
where (nTs) represents the white Gaussian noise normally distributed with
zero mean and variance 2IF , related to the power spectral density SN(f) =
N0=2 of the analogue noise by the well-known formula
2IF = E

2(nTs)
	
=
N0fs
2
(3.35)
valid when the transfer function of the equivalent front-end lter is assumed
at over the whole digitization bandwidth ( fs=2;fs=2). Without considering
the data-transition, the In-phase and Quadrature components of the CAF for
the local parameters fd and  can be written as
I( ;fd) =
1
N
N 1X
n=0
(y(nTs) + (nTs))C(nTs   ) cos
 
2(fIF + fd)

Q( ;fd) =
1
N
N 1X
n=0
(y(nTs) + (nTs))C(nTs   ) sin
 
2(fIF + fd)
 (3.36)
which, based on (3.19) (and omitting the subscript i), becomes
I( ;fd) = Real

S( ;fd)
	
+NI
Q( ;fd) = Img

S( ;fd)
	
+NQ
(3.37)
where Realfg and Imgfg mean respectively real and imaginary part of a
complex value, and
NI =
1
N
N 1X
n=0
(nTs)C(nTs   ) cos
 
2(fIF + fd)

NQ =
1
N
N 1X
n=0
(nTs)C(nTs   ) sin
 
2(fIF + fd)
 (3.38)
According to [45], we know that NI and NQ are still white noise processes
with variance var(NI) = var(NQ) = 
2
IF=(2N), and the envelope of
eS( ;fd) =
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I + jQ is
eS( ;fd)2 = I( ;fd)2 +Q( ;fd)2
= S( ;fd)
2 + 2Real

S( ;fd)
	
NI + 2Img

S( ;fd)
	
NQ +N
2
I +N
2
Q
= S( ;fd)
2 + wI + wQ (3.39)
where the term wI+wQ = w is a random process with mean Efwg = EfN2I +
N2Qg = 2IF=N including all the noise contributions. At this point, working
as in (3.27) or (3.31), we can develop two new estimators in the presence of
noise, that is
bfd = fAeSA + fBeSB + fCeSCeSA + eSB + eSC (3.40)
and
bfd;complex = Real(fC eSC + fA eSAe jfspTd + fB eSBe j2fspTdeSC + eSAe jfspTd + eSBe j2fspTd
)
(3.41)
(for simplicity the Doppler frequency step is as in (3.33)).
Hereafter, we refer to (3.40) as algorithm `Rn-3' and to (3.41) as algorithm
`Cn-3'. As before, they can be generalized to 'Rn-n' and 'Cn-n'.
In the following two subsections we discuss two terms of comparison worth
to be considered for the frequency estimators proposed so far. First, a least
squares solution; second, the CRLB on the variance of the estimator. Per-
formance comparisons obtained in simulation are presented in subsection
3.4.3.
3.4.1 Least-square method
Another approach to exploit the CAF points eSA;eSB;eSC as dened in (3.39)
is to set up a least squares (LS) problem as follows.
Since we know that the main lobe of the CAF is a Sinc function, it is possible
to use the LS method in which the tting curve is the Sinc function (5.13).
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The LS method requires that the sum of the squared residuals
QLS( A;fd) =
eSA   SA2 + eSB   SB2 + eSC   SC2 (3.42)
is minimized with respect to the unknown parameters, where A = A=(2R()).
This leads to the equations
@QLS( A;fd)
@ A
= 0
@QLS( A;fd)
@fd
= 0
(3.43)
Since we are interested in the performance comparison with Rn-3 or Cn-3, we
will use a numerical method to solve (3.43) for fd.
3.4.2 Evaluation of the Cramer-Rao lower bound
Usually, a statistical estimator is characterized by its bias (mean error), vari-
ance (mean square error), and the threshold SNR (signal-to-noise ratio) [5].
So here, the Cramer-Rao lower bound (CRLB) is proposed as benchmark to
compare the performance of dierent algorithms.
Without considering the data-transition problem and ignoring the inuence
of the code delay estimation error (which will be discussed in section 3.5.2),
the received samples (3.34) can be mathematically expressed as
ey(nTs) = y(nTs) + (nTs)
= A cos (2(fIF + fd)nTs + ') + (nTs) (3.44)
which contains the unknown parameter vector  = [A;fd;']. The correspond-
ing Fisher information matrix I for an observation of N samples has elements
[5]
[I()]ij =
1
2
N 1X
n=0
@y(n;)
@i
@y(n;)
@j
(3.45)
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where y(n;) = A cos(2(fIF + fd)nTs+'), and N is the number of samples
used for the estimation of the unknowns. Therefore the Fisher matrix is
I() =
1
2IF
26666664
N
2
0 0
0 22A2T 2s
N 1P
n=0
n2 A2Ts
N 1P
n=0
n
0 A2Ts
N 1P
n=0
n NA
2
2
37777775 (3.46)
The CRLB is found as the [i;i] element of the inverse of the Fisher matrix:
var(i) 

I 1()

ii
: (3.47)
Therefore the CRLB for the Doppler frequency estimate is
var(bfd)  I 1()22
 12
(2)2  T 2sN(N
2   1) (3.48)
where  = A2=(22IF ). As N = fsTd  1, so (3.48) can be written as
var(bfd)  I 1()22
 12
(2)2  fsT 3d
(3.49)
which is the benchmark for our estimation algorithms.
3.4.3 Simulation experiments for performance assessment
To test the algorithms Rn-3, Cn-3, and LS we performed several simulation
experiments with dierent values of the carrier-to-noise density ratio (CNR),
corresponding to a signal-to-noise ratio  given by:
SNR =
C
N0B
(3.50)
where B is the one side front-end bandwidth, assumed ideally at over the
whole digitization bandwidth.
The parameters used in the experiments are fIF = 4 MHz, fs = 17 MHz,
 = 0:11ms, and fsp is set as in (3.33). We use the root-mean-square error
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(RMSE) computed for the dierent algorithms as a metric of performance
comparison:
fRMSE =
r
E
n
( bfd   fd)2o (3.51)
where bfd is the Doppler frequency estimate, and Efg is the expected value
(estimated as a temporal average along the simulation runs). The metric
fRMSE is calculated for each algorithm and compared with the square root of
CRLB.
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Figure 3.8: Results of the rst group of experiments, with Td = 4 ms
(including the false alarm).
In the rst group of experiments, we set Td = 4 ms and we executed 1000 runs
for each CNR. Then, according to (3.51), we calculated the corresponding
RMSE. The results can be seen in Figure 4.1. We can see that in this case
the algorithm Rn-3 is better than Cn-3, as it achieves a lower RMSE closer
to the CRLB. At the same time we can see that the algorithm Rn-3 is very
close to the least-square method, though the latter is slightly better. However,
considering the computation complexity of the LS method, the algorithm Rn-
3 appears really competitive with respect to the LS. Finally, the threshold
CNR (below which the RMSE rapidly worsens) is around CNR=38 dBHz in
all the proposed methods.
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In the second group of experiments, we changed the integration time to Td =
8ms. Similarly, we executed 1000 runs for each CNR and obtained the results
reported in Figure 4.2, where we can observe that, as expected, the RMSE is
lower than in Figure 4.1, since a longer integration time reduces the eects of
noise. Again, Rn-3 is the closest to the least-square method, and the threshold
CNR decreases to around CNR=35 dBHz in all three proposed methods.
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Figure 3.9: Results of second group of experiments, with Td = 8ms.(including
the false alarm).
Comparing Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2 we can observe that, rst, at the same
CNR, the RMSE in Figure 4.2 is decreased by about a factor of 2.8 with
respect to Figure 4.1. This is in agreement with the theoretical CRLB given
in (3.49). In fact when Td = 4 ms is replaced with Td = 8 ms the CRLB
bound decreases by a factor
p
8 . Furthermore, when CNR is relatively high
(like CNR 45dBHz in Figure 4.1), the proposed three algorithms are very
close to the CRLB and each other.
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3.4.4 Averaging method
Since noise is dominant in the acquisition process, in order to increase the
robustness of the proposed approach in the presence of noise, the performance
of a simple averaging method, based on the idea of non-coherent sums, is
assessed here. The main steps of the method represented in Figure 4.3 are:
1. Find the initial code delay using a rst period of data, then pick out the
column (marked in blue color in Figure 3.4), and save (2J + 1) points
(J points at each side of the peak point as illustrated in Figure 4.3)
2. Use the parameter


fd;

evaluated in the rst step to calculate the
new columns (as shown in Figure 4.3) of the next (M   1) periods of
data.
3. Calculate the average of the M columns into one single mean column.
4. Pick out the top n cells in the mean column and use (3.40) to calculate
the nal Doppler frequency.
Data 1 Data 2 Data ... Data M
...
Mean Column
J points
J points
Figure 3.10: Averaging method.
In the following simulation, we set CNR=43 dBHz, n = 3, J = 2, M = 4,
and we execute 1000 independent runs, for both averaging and non-averaging
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strategies. The result is shown in Figure 4.4, where we can see that the
new averaging method decreases the error range from (-25,25) Hz to nearly
(-15,15) Hz.
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Figure 3.11: The distribution of the Doppler frequency estimates.
3.5 Analysis of other non-AWGN nuisances
The performance of the algorithms presented so far depends not only on the
additive noise, but also on other nuisances, whose impact is analyzed in this
section. In particular we observe that the methods Rn-3 and Cn-3 are based
on the two measured vectors f = [fC ;fA;fB] and S = [SC ;SA;SB] used in
(3.27) and (3.31), obtained by reading the peak cell and the adjacent cells in
the same column (marked as C A B in Figure 3.20). In particular, the code
delay  p is kept constant in these three cells.
Since the search space is discretized, in general even in the absence of noise
f p 6= fd, and  p 6=  . This can be seen as a quantization error fq = fp   fd
in the frequency domain, and q =  p    in the time domain. We know
that equations (3.27) and (3.31) completely eliminate the quantization errors
in the absence of noise. However, in the presence of noise, we experience
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an accuracy degradation due to the noise inuence on vector S, as shown in
the simulation results of the previous section. The purpose of the following
analysis is to state the inuence of the frequency and code delay quantization
errors on the proposed frequency estimators, in the presence of noise.
3.5.1 The inuence of the peak point's location
In this section we study the inuence of the quantization error in the frequency
domain, which can be re-elaborated as
p =
fqfsp
 (3.52)
from which it is evident that 0  p  0:5. Using (3.40) and setting fsp as
in (3.33), the estimation error can be expressed as
f^d   fd = f = fA
eSA + fBeSB + fCeSCeSA + eSB + eSC   fd
=
(fd +fA)
eSA + (fd +fA + fsp)eSB + (fd +fA   fsp)eSCeSA + eSB + eSC   fd
=
fA
eSA + (fA + fsp)eSB + (fA   fsp)eSCeSA + eSB + eSC
= fA +
fsp(
eSB   eSC)eSA + eSB + eSC (3.53)
From (3.53), and using the denition (3.52), we can calculate the expected
value of f as
Effg = fspE
(
p +
eSB   eSCeSA + eSB + eSC
)
(3.54)
From this result we observe that the residual error depends on both the noise
contribution in the vector S and the parameter p.
From Figure 5.8 we can see that p inuences the accuracy of the proposed
three methods, especially when it comes to the top limit 0.5. This result
suggested us to adopt a strategy to mitigate this eect. Recalling Figure
3.4, in which `A' is the peak point, `B' is the second high point and `C' is
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Figure 3.12: Inuence of the quantization error on the RMSE as a function
p.
the lowest point independently from their relative position on the frequency
axis, we can easily observe that, when p is close to the limit 0.5, then SC
is close to zero. In this case the residual error dened in (3.39) introduces
a signicant error in the estimate (3.40), since noise dominates in point `C'.
This is experimentally proven in Figure 5.8, where the curves of Rn-3 and Cn-
3 show an increasing RMSE as p increases, while the LS appears slightly
more robust.
So when p is close to 0.5, to limit the accuracy degradation we changed the
algorithm (3.40) as
bfd;rel = fAeSA + fBeSBeSA + eSB (3.55)
which will be used whenever the point `C' gets close to zero. The idea is to
ignore the `C' term, because when p is close to 0.5, the true value SC is
nearly zero and eSC mainly contains noise.
To implement this method, a threshold control has to be added, as drawn
in Figure 5.9. Here we use the empirical criterion eSB=eSA > 0:92 to decide
whether p is critically close to 0.5 or not. In Figure 5.8 we can observe
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the result of the method drawn in Figure 5.9 (continuous line with square
markers), which is able to consistently reduce the RMSE when p is close to
0.5 .
Acquisition
2
3
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s
f
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Eq.(55) ‘Rn-3’ (40)
Y N
Figure 3.13: The strategy used in improved algorithm Rn-3.
3.5.2 The inuence of the code delay error
The peak column selected in the search space (marked in Figure 3.20) also
depends on the resolution of the search space in the code delay domain. The
mentioned quantization error q =  p    aects the CAF samples with an
amplitude scale factor jR(q)j as shown in (5.13), where now  = q.
This factor is expected to aect the performance of the estimators Cn-3, and
Rn-3.
The inuence of such a code delay error can be quantied by modifying the
expression of the signal-to-noise ratio  in the CRLB (3.49), so as to take into
account the term R(q). Thus, dening the modied SNR ~ =
A2jR(q)j2
22IF
,
(3.49) becomes
var(bfd)  12
(2)2 ~ fsT 3d
(3.56)
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From (3.56), because R(q  1), we can conclude that the CRLB value
increases as the code delayq increases; this increase will be also experienced
by the RMSE of the proposed algorithms. In conclusion the eect of the
quantization error q is an attenuation, which does not modify the results
of Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2, except for a scaling factor in the abscissa.
3.6 Conclusion
In this chapter a new family of algorithms is proposed for the ne estima-
tion of the Doppler frequency based on an approximate analytical expression
of the CAF. The proposed methods have been analyzed in both ideal (i.e.,
noiseless) and realistic (i.e., noisy) scenarios and compared with a similar
LS approach. The CRLB has been derived and used as benchmark for per-
formance assessment. The inuences non-AWGN nuisances is also analyzed
under a theoretical perspective. In application, from the experiments, we can
see that the method Rn-3 almost achieves the performance of LS, which is
very close to CRLB, but the complexity of Rn-3 is notably lower. Moreover,
performance can be improved by adopting a simple averaging method.
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Chapter 4
New Design of a FLL
Discriminator Based on Energy
4.1 Introduction
With the development of Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS), dier-
ent satellite systems are coming up, such as Galileo, Compass and modern-
ization of GPS. To improve the performance (increased accuracy, enhanced
tracking robustness and better resistance against multipath and interference)
and compatibility with the other present navigation systems, the signal mod-
ulation methods are chosen appropriately [26]. With respect to these changes,
there is a benet in adjusting the traditional receiver architectures to adapt
to the new trend.
The main broad objective of a GNSS receiver is to synchronize the local
signal with the incoming satellite signal and decode the navigation message
to calculate the nal navigation solution. This process normally involves
four logical stages which are acquisition, tracking, data demodulation and
Position-Velocity-Time (PVT) calculation [1]. The acquisition stage is aimed
at providing the coarse estimates of frequency shift and code delay, which are
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passed to the tracking loops, including Phase-Lock-Loop (PLL), Frequency-
Lock-Loop (FLL) and Delay-Lock-Loop (DLL), dedicated to rene the un-
known parameters and maintain the local signal synchronized with the incom-
ing satellite signal. In cascade, PVT results are computed and made available
at a certain output rate.
Focusing on carrier tracking, a traditional well-designed receiver starts from
a FLL stage with a wide-band carrier loop lter to rene the coarse frequency
estimate to some acceptable degree, eventually it moves into a PLL using a
bandwidth as narrower as the anticipated dynamics permits. Due to the data
transition that may happen in the incoming signal, the discriminators both
used in FLL and PLL are commonly insensitive to 180-deg phase reversals,
consequently decreasing the pull-in range [1]. In the modern GNSS systems,
like in Galileo E1 signal, the navigation data duration is set to 4 ms, equal
to the period of the Pseudo-Random-Noise (PRN) code. For this reason, a
traditional tracking architecture is subject to the potential phase jump and
frequency ambiguity problem caused by frequent data-transition.
In [6] both four-quadrant and two-quadrant arctangent discriminators in FLL
are analyzed. Four-quadrant arctangent discriminator is sensitive to data-
transition, though two-quadrant arctangent function can solve the problem
but it narrows the pull-in range at the same time. Reference [10] proposes a
new discriminator based on energy (i.e., the accumulation result of one period
of data), but the mathematical expression of the discriminator is complex; it
involves approximation and also needs to know the value of signal amplitude
and code delay error to compute the exact frequency error. Here in this
chapter, based on our previous work [9], a new FLL discriminator based on
energy is proposed. It diers from [10] in that the mathematical formula of
the discriminator is simpler and more accurate, and, most importantly, it is
independent from the knowledge of signal amplitude and code delay error.
Compared with traditional arctangent discriminators, it has larger pull-in
range, which means it can bear more dynamic stress and still can converge
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to the correct frequency estimate even with a large initial frequency error.
At the same time it is also denitely insensitive to the data-transition as it
can determine the frequency error only using the minimum period of received
data while in traditional way, at least two consecutive periods of data are
needed.
A signicant enhancement carried with new GNSS signals is the presence of
dataless pilot channel which shares 50% of the total transmitted power while
the other half part is occupied by data channel, as in the Galileo E1 OS signal
[26]. Therefore, if only one channel is used, as conventional GNSS receivers
do, half of the total transmitted power is wasted, under the tracking point
of view. In order to take full usage of both modulation channels, [46, 47]
propose algorithms for data/pilot combination. All these joint data/pilot
architectures are designed for the acquisition process and analyzed mainly in
terms of receiver operating characteristic (ROC). Thus, the idea of data/pilot
combination can also be applied in our new FLL discriminator to improve
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), aiming at a theoretical 3 dB improvement in
SNR, compared to the previous FLL without usage of pilot channel.
The chapter is organized as follows: In section 2, the GNSS signal model is
analyzed and the new discriminator is derived. In section 3, the comparison
with traditional ATAN discriminator and another similar one in [10] is done
to prove the advantages of new proposed discriminator; at the same time, a
representative simulation is shown to evaluate the performance of the three
dierent discriminators in case of a large initial frequency error. In section 4,
the coherent combination of data and pilot is analyzed and adopted to improve
the frequency estimate accuracy by exploiting full transmitted power. Finally,
in section 5 the conclusion is drawn.
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4.2 New FLL Discriminator
The new FLL discriminator proposed in this chapter is based on a measure
of energy, i.e., on the result of accumulating the correlated signal along one
period of data. Similarly to a DLL discriminator, it computes the frequency
error only using minimum period of data equal to the period of PRN. Besides
that, compared with a conventional FLL discriminator, it has larger pull-
in range which guarantees the capability of bearing more dynamic stress.
Based on the previous work in [9], this FLL discriminator can be treated as
a maximum-likelihood (ML) estimator in case of the closed-loop structure;
even in a quasi-open loop case [48], it can still achieve performance close to
that of a ML estimator. The whole derivation is presented in the following
sections.
4.2.1 General Signal Model
The incoming signal from one visible satellite passes through the receiver RF
front-end, which consists of pre-amplication, down-conversion, ltering, IF
sampling and AD conversion. This process leads to the received digital signal
which can be mathematically expressed as [1]:
y[n] = Ac(nTs )sb(nTs )d(nTs )cos[2(fIF+fd)nTs+'0]+[n] (4.1)
where: A is the amplitude of the satellite signal,  is the code delay of the
satellite signal, Ts is the sampling interval (the inverse of the sampling fre-
quency fs ), c(nTs   ) is the PRN code of the satellite, sb(nTs   ) is the
subcarrier used in new GNSS system ( sb(nTs   ) = 1 when there is no
subcarrier ), d(nTs   ) is the navigation data of the satellite, fIF is the
intermediate frequency, fd is the Doppler frequency in units of rad/s, '0 is
the phase of the carrier and [n] is the additive noise, assumed as a white
Gaussian noise (WGN) sequence with two-sided power spectral density (PSD)
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N0=2. Then
[n]  (0;2IF ) (4.2)
where 2IF = N0  fs=2.
In practice, there will be always more than one visible satellite available, due
to the quasi-orthogonality of the spreading codes (PRNs), the receiver can
deal with each visible satellite signal independently which is the reason why
we only focus on one single satellite in 4.1.
In order to cope with the uncertainty of phase information, the locally gen-
erated signal always contains In-phase (I) and Quadrature (Q) components.
Its corresponding complex mathematical expression is
y[n] = A  c(nTs   L)sb(nTs   L)  exp[2(fIF + fd;L)nTs + 'L] (4.3)
where L and fd;L are the estimates of code delay and Doppler frequency used
in the local signal.
The incoming signal (4.1) is multiplied with the local one (4.3) and accumu-
lated along every integration period Td (point correlation). Neglecting the
high-frequency terms and noise, which are almost ltered out by the inte-
gration, at the end of each accumulation time the output of this correlation
operation can be written as a function of the residual delay, frequency and
phase errors as [9]
Z(;f;') =
A
2
R()Sinc(fTd)  e'+fTd (4.4)
where Td is the accumulation time, R() is the code correlation function
and the estimation errors are dened as8>>><>>>:
 =    L
f = fd   fd;L
' = '0   'L
(4.5)
It is important to note that the noise term in (4.1) will still keep the property
of WGN even after the multiplication with the local signal (4.3). That is to
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say
~[n] = [n]  yL[n] (4.6)
~[n]  (0;2IF ) (4.7)
This is due to the fact that the local spreading code is actually a pseudo-
random sequence with the values in the set 1,-1.
4.2.2 Derivation of New FLL Discriminator
The new proposed discriminator utilizes the energy (i.e., the result of the
accumulation operation at the correlation output) to determine the frequency
error, similarly to a traditional DLL discriminator. The principle architecture
is illustrated in Fig.4.1
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Figure 4.1: Signal processing architecture for the new FLL discriminator.
As shown in Fig.4.1 , the new discriminator needs three correlators which
attempt to correlate the incoming signal with the carrier replicas at frequen-
cies fP   fstep (left component), fP (prompt component), fP + fstep (right
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component) separately. represents the prompt frequency estimate while is
the frequency dierence between left/right and prompt components. Here in
this chapter we set
fstep =
2
3Td
(4.8)
The new frequency discriminator computes the frequency error with the
following simple rule
ferror =
jZLj   jZRj
jZLj+ jZP j+ jZRj  fstep (4.9)
The rationale for this choice is derived as follows. We start from the identity
sin(   2
3
) + sin() + sin( +
2
3
) = 0 (4.10)
then, setting  = ferror  Td and exploiting the choice fstep = 23Td = 22  1Td
we re-elaborate (4.10) in
(ferror   fstep) 
sin(ferror  Td   23 )
ferror  Td   23
+ ferror  sin(ferror  Td)
ferror  Td
+(ferror   fstep) 
sin(ferror  Td + 23 )
ferror  Td + 23
= 0 (4.11)
In addition, when
jferrorj  fstep
2
(4.12)
we can get
jZLj = A
2
R()
sin(ferror  Td   23 )
ferror  Td   23
(4.13)
jZRj = A
2
R()
sin(ferror  Td + 23 )
ferror  Td + 23
(4.14)
jZRj = A
2
R()
sin(ferror  Td)
ferror  Td (4.15)
Therefore, by substituting (4.13)-(4.15) into (4.11), (4.9) is obtained.
It is important to observe that in an ideal scenario where no noise is involved,
(4.9) is independent from code delay error  and signal amplitude A.
According to [9], we observe that this discriminator is an Maximum-Likelihood
(ML) estimator when is close to zero. Even when is large, (4.9) still can per-
form closely to a ML estimator. It is worth stressing that the close-loop
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frequency adjustment in the FLL works to drag ferror close to zero eventually
[49], so that the condition for the ML estimation is almost always met. In
this sense, we can get [9]
varfferrorg = 12
(2)2 ]SNR  fs  T 3d
(4.16)
where
]SNR =
A2R2()
22IF
(4.17)
It is noted that when R() = 1 , (4.16) is the Cramer-Rao Lower Bound
(CRLB) on the frequency estimation error.
4.3 Comparison With Existing Architectures
As discussed above, the new discriminator (4.9) calculates the frequency error
only exploiting a minimum period of data Td while the traditional one needs
at least two consecutive periods of data. To our best knowledge, in current
available literature there is only one similar discriminator proposed based on
energy [10], in which also only a minimum period of data is enough for one
frequency error estimate.
In order to compare these two similar discriminators, here we indicate the
method [10] as 'discriminator-R', and ours as 'discriminator-P'.
To guarantee fairness of comparison, the frequency step in discriminator-R
is also set as in (4.8). Therefore, discriminator-R can be mathematically
expressed as [10]
ferror R =
Z2L   Z2R
Kdf
(4.18)
where
Kdf = [A R()]2Td  Sinc(2
3
)
 sin(
2
3
)  (2
3
)cos(2
3
)
(2
3
)2
(4.19)
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From (4.19) we observe that in discriminator-R the term A  R() has to
be known in order to get a correct frequency error estimate which is the fatal
drawback of this algorithm, while discriminator-P is independent of A and
 as discussed above.
As mentioned in introduction, this chapter mainly focuses on the new coming
satellite systems, so the Galileo E1 OS signal model will be considered as a
representative example in all the following simulations.
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Figure 4.2: Comparison of the S-curves of three dierent FLL discriminators.
4.3.1 Curve Analysis
A rst comparison of performance is based on the theoretical evaluation of the
noise-free S-curve of the three considered discriminators (namely, discriminator-
P, discriminator-R and the traditional ATAN), in order to evaluate their
pull-in ranges, as shown in Fig.4.2. The integration time is set to 4 ms.
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It is important to recall that in discriminator-R, we have to set A and  as
known; here for simplicity, we set A = 1; = 0.
From Fig.4.2, we can see that discriminator-R and discriminator-P have
nearly six times larger pull-in range as traditional arctangent discrimina-
tor, and discriminator-P has the widest linear range which is  fstep=2;fstep=2.
From [10], it is known that discriminator-R involves approximation using
Taylor's expansion, which is the reason why actually the strict linear range in
discriminator-R is very small around zero. Besides that, discriminator-P has
wider eective pull-in range than discriminator-R, as illustrated in Fig.4.2.
On the other hand, when noise is considered, as analyzed in section 4.2.2,
discriminator-P can be treated as a ML estimator with the close-loop op-
eration in FLL. On the contrary discriminator-R is a non-ML discriminator
especially when carrier-to-noise density ratio is low [10].
We summarize our comparison results in Table.4.1, where we notice that the
new proposed discriminator-P inherits the advantages of discriminator-R and
traditional ATAN discriminator but avoids their weaknesses (marked in red
in Table 4.1) at the same time.
Table 4.1: Comparison of three FLL discriminators in terms of dierent
attributes
Type Discriminator-
P
Discriminator-
R
Traditional
ATAN
Eective Pull-
in range
Large Middle Small
Accuracy ML Non-ML ML
Need to know
A and 
No Yes (fatal draw-
back)
No
Minimum
Length of
input data
Single period Single period Two consecutive
periods
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4.3.2 Closed-loop Analysis
In order to test the validity of the new proposed discriminator in FLL, a con-
ventional closed-loop architecture is set up in simulation, whose linear model
is illustrated in Fig.4.3. The main parameters of the closed-loop simulations
Inputf
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1
1Z  
Filter NCO
FLL
discriminator
 
Figure 4.3: Block diagram of the linearized FLL.
are set as follows: initial frequency error ferror;ini = 350Hz, C=N0 = 35dBHz,
noise bandwidth B = 3Hz, signal amplitude A = 1, code delay error  = 0.
A one-pole loop lter is used. The results are shown in Fig.4 and Fig.5.
Fig.4 compares the frequency estimation error, computed as the dierence
fInput   fLocal in the architecture of Fig.4.3, for the FLL in which the con-
ventional arctangent discriminator, discriminator-P and discriminator-R are
implemented. It can be seen that the ATAN discriminator suers from its
far narrower pull-in range compared to the other two, while discriminator-P
converges faster than discriminator-R thanks to its perfectly linear S-curve.
In Fig.5 we compare the discriminator outputs for the P and R rules: it can
be observed how discriminator-P has lower variance than discriminator-R,
which proves the aforementioned accuracy term in Table.4.1. As analyzed
above, in low C=N0 scenarios discriminator-P can be more accurate than
discriminator-R. Although the advantage could not appear obvious or sig-
nicant in traditional closed-loop FLL, it is arguable that it become more
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important in another architecture named quasi-open loop [48], in terms of
nal frequency estimate accuracy.
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Figure 4.4: Frequency estimation error (fInput  fLocal ) in the FLL, achieved
with the three discriminators (large initial estimation error,
C=N0 = 35dBHz ).
4.4 Combination of Pilot and Data Channels
With the advent of new GNSS, such as Galileo, Compass and the modernized
GPS, composite GNSS signals are introduced to guarantee coexistence and
interoperability, such as Galileo E1 OS signal which contains data (B channel)
and pilot (C channel) components. B channel carries the navigation message
while C channel is used for determining accurate pseudoranges between the
satellites and receivers. References [45, 47] propose dierent algorithms to
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Figure 4.5: Discriminator's output for the two energy-based rules, in the FLL
with C=N0 = 35dBHz.
combine these two channels to improve the receiver performance in signal
acquisition. Considering the property of new proposed FLL discriminator,
we adopt the coherent combination approach used in [45] to improve the
accuracy of our new discriminator, as illustrated in Fig.4.6.
The Galileo E1 OS signal is modulated with a CBOC (composite binary oset
carrier) scheme, which consist of a composition of BOC(1,1) and BOC(6,1)
modulations. Because 90% of the transmitted power is devoted to BOC(1,1),
here BOC(6,1) is ignored for simplicity, so that the input signal (4.1) can be
changed to
y[n] = A((CB(nTs )d(nTs )+(Cc(nTs )c2nd(nTs ))cos[2(fIF+fd)nTs+'0]+[n]
where CB(nTs   ) and Cc(nTs   ) are the primary PRN codes with corre-
sponding subcarriers, d(nTs ) is the navigation message while c2nd(nTs )
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Figure 4.6: Coherent combination of data and pilot channels.
is the secondary code in pilot channel with the same chip period as d(nTs ).
Denote CT = (CB(nTs   )d(nTs   ) + (Cc(nTs   )c2nd(nTs   ) , Then
CT =
8>>><>>>:
sign(d(nTs   ))[CB(nTs   ) + Cc(nTs   )]
or
sign(d(nTs   ))[CB(nTs   )  Cc(nTs   )]
(4.20)
Due to the sign uncertainty of d(nTs   ) and c2nd(nTs   ). The scheme
in Fig.4.6 assures that the eective part of the accumulation result can be
expressed as
Z = AR()Sinc(fTd)  e'+fTd (4.21)
which is twice as large as (4.4).
As far as noise term is considered, in Fig.4.6 we can observe that noise term
[n] is multiplied with the composite local code (B+C) or (B-C), so there are
two parts in the new combined noise term ~[n]
~[n] =
8>>><>>>:
B[n] + c[n]
or
B[n]  c[n]
(4.22)
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As mentioned before, B[n] and c[n] still follow the WGN property of [n]
in the input signal, so
B[n]  (0;2IF ) (4.23)
C [n]  (0;2IF ) (4.24)
and, since CB(nTs   ) and CC(nTs   ) are uncorrelated, it is clear that
~[n]  (0;22IF ) (4.25)
Therefore the new equivalent carrier-to-noise ratio based on the structure in
Fig.4.6 can be calculated as
[SNR =
(2A)2
2  22IF
= 2  A
2
22IF
(4.26)
which is twice as large as the previous SNR in case where only one channel
is used.
Additionally, from 4.16 we can learn that the variance of frequency error will
be decreased by 50% and the corresponding root-mean-square error (RMSE)
of new FLL discriminator will be decreased by 30%.
4.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, in order to deal with the changes introduced in the new
coming-up GNSS system, a new FLL discriminator based on energy, noted as
discriminator-P is proposed, which can solve the problem of frequent data-
transition by using the minimum period of data and broaden the pull-in
range to six times larger as the traditional arctangent discriminator. At
the same time, the derivation is also presented. Compared with a similar
algorithm in [10], noted as discriminator-R, discriminator-P overcomes the
fatal disadvantage of the previous one, that requires the knowledge of signal
amplitude A and code delay  . At the same time, discriminator-P has more
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eective pull-in range and more accurate estimate in low C=N0 scenarios. In
a word, the new proposed discriminator-P inherits the merits of traditional
ATAN and discriminator-R but discards the drawbacks at the same time.
Last but not least, considering the composite GNSS signal such as E1 OS
signal, coherent combination of pilot and data channels is also adopted to
improve the estimate accuracy by using full power of the transmitted power,
the corresponding RMSE of frequency estimate can be decreased by 30%.
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Chapter 5
The Practical Implementation
and Analysis of Kalman Filter
Based Tracking Loop
5.1 Introduction
The primary function of a general Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS)
receiver is to achieve the synchronization between the incoming satellite sig-
nal and its `local' replica generated in the receiver, in order to decode the
navigation message and be able to compute the nal navigation solution.
This process involves four logical stages in the receiver, namely acquisition,
tracking, data demodulation and Position-Velocity-Time (PVT) calculation
[1]. Particularly, in the conventional tracking architecture, the local replica
of the signal is kept synchronized to the received signal by two dierent Nu-
merically Controlled Oscillators (NCOs) [4]: one is used to rene the carrier
frequency and phase estimates (Frequency/Phase Lock Loop, FLL/PLL) and
the other to adjust the code delay (Delay Lock Loop, DLL). These loops work
simultaneously to maintain the local signal synchronized with the incoming
signal.
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Thanks to the rapid development of the digital processors, advanced and in-
novative algorithms have been proposed recently to be used in software-based
GNSS receivers. Among the new approaches, the application of Kalman Fil-
ter (KF) within the tracking stage is getting more and more attractive in
the GNSS eld [21]. For example, in [13] the authors proposed the usage
of Kalman lter in an ultra-tight GPS/INS (Inertial Navigation System) in-
tegration which couples the tracking of dierent satellites via the estimated
position and velocity.
In case of a GPS stand-alone receiver architecture (i.e., without any coupling
with other sensors, such as INS), two main kinds of Kalman lters for signal
tracking are proposed in the literature, according to the dierent measure-
ment models used in the lter's design: one is the linear-KF which uses the
discriminator outputs of both the PLL/FLL and DLL as measurements, re-
spectively [14], whereas the second one is the Extented Kalman Filter (EKF)
that directly uses the baseband In-phase (I) and Quadrature-phase (Q) out-
put of the correlators as measurements inside the tracking loops [13]. Some
work has been done in the past aimed at comparing the EKF-based or linear
KF-based tracking loops with the traditional tracking architecture: in [21]
the authors developed a method to compute the equivalent noise bandwidth
when a linear-KF is used within the PLL module and such bandwidth has
been compared with that of a traditional PLL in order to have a metric to
evaluate the benets of the KF. In [22, 12] the performance of the equivalent
PLL based on the EKF has been evaluated in terms of steady-state response
to both thermal noise and signal dynamics, and compared with the one ob-
tained through a traditional PLL. Eventually, in [13] three KF-based tracking
loop implementations, which use dierent system and measurement models,
have been investigated with particular emphasis given to the carrier phase
estimation.
However, from the previous literature there is no clear answer on how to
update the NCO phases and frequency at each epoch, and usually the designer
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is left free to choose if to modify just the phase rate or both the phase and
frequency. Moreover, the accuracy of the PVT solution strongly depends on
this choice and this aspect has never been analyzed in details so far, according
to the writers' opinion. Besides that, the inuence of EKF or linear KF-based
tracking loop on the accuracy of PVT is seldom investigated especially in real
scenarios. Therefore this section rst tries to clarify the two aforementioned
issues.
On the other side, less attention has been given to the in-depth theoretical
analysis of the KF-based tracking loop itself and KF tuning. According to
the writer's knowledge, typical analysis results can be available in [21]-[23].
In [21] the Kalman system is analyzed by simply comparing its equivalent
noise bandwidth with the traditional tracking loop only in steady state. In
[22] an experimental methodology is proposed to decide the equivalent PLL
for a given EKF-based tracking loop. Furthermore, in [21] the authors of-
fer a more comprehensive and sensible analysis, comparing the discrete-time
domain expressions of a traditional second-order PLL and KF system model
and deriving the mathematical relationships between them. However, [21]
considers only two states in the KF model, and an approximated observation
matrix which seem limiting the eective contribution to situations in which
the integration time is very small (like a few milliseconds) or the frequency er-
ror (and frequency rate error) is close to zero; in addition, the values of initial
error covariance, process noise covariance and measurement noise covariance
are set in an empirical way.
Therefore, in the second part of this section, in order to overcome the afore-
mentioned issues, a new approach is proposed to link the KF-based tracking
loop and the traditional one. This allows us to derive a detailed mathematical
description that gives better insight of such new tracking loop design and a
clear understanding of the benets gained by the KF-based tracking loop.
This work is organized as follows: in Section 5.2 we give an overview of the
design of a tracking loops based on an EKF strategy, followed by an explicit
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statement of the NCO update rules; in Section 5.3, we present the overall
architecture necessary to implement the enhanced tracking loop, including the
solutions to determine certain parameters needed by the EKF. In Section 5.4
the EKF-based architecture is tested in a real scenario and its performance is
compared on one hand with the traditional tracking architecture implemented
in the same software receiver, and on the other hand with two commercial
receivers. Furthermore, 5.5 gives the in-depth analysis of KF-based tracking
loop, and the relationship between KF-based tracking loop and traditional
one is compared in mathematical models. Eventually, Section 5.6 draws the
conclusions.
5.2 EKF-based tracking loop
In this section we give a brief description of the system and measurement
model of the EKF adopted in the tracking loop, based on [13, 22] (subsection
5.2.1). Then, in subsection 5.2.2, we discuss the methodology to update
the frequency and phase of the NCOs, necessary to correctly implement the
EKF-based signal tracking.
5.2.1 An overview of the EKF tracking loop
When an EKF-based tracking loop is adopted, the correlator outputs are
directly used as measurements in a proper extended Kalman lter architecture
that estimates the following state parameters:
 amplitude, A (dimensionless),
 code phase error,  (unit: chips),
 carrier phase error,  (unit: radians),
 carrier frequency error, f (unit: Hz),
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 carrier frequency rate error,  (unit: Hz/s).
They are used to generate the local replica of the signal in the receiver. A
general scheme of an EKF tracking loop is depicted in Fig.5.1.
The system model can be written as follows [13, 22]2666666664
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_
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_
3777777775
=
2666666664
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1 0 0 0 0
0 1  0 0
0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 1
3777777775

2666666664
WA
Wcode
Wclock
Wfreq
Wacc
3777777775
(5.1)
where the vectorW =
h
WA Wcode Wclock Wfreq Wacc
iy
represents the process
noises of the signal amplitude, code phase error (e.g. caused by multipath
eects), clock bias, clock drift and frequency rate error; the superscript y
indicates the transpose operator. The statistical characterization of the noise
variance can be found in [22]. The coecient  is used to convert the units of
cycles to units of chips (e.g., for GPS L1  = 1
1540
, where 1540 is the number
of cycles of the L1 carrier, fL1 = 1575:45 MHz, in one chip period, 1=1023
ms). It can be noticed that the system model (5.1) is an error-state model
[23].
The measurement model can be written as
Z = [IP IE IL QP QE QL]
y (5.2)
where I and Q stand for In-phase and Quad-phase correlator outputs, re-
spectively, while the indices P , E and L represent the `prompt', `early', and
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`late' components. In formulae, the I and Q terms can be stated according
to [40] as:
I =
A
2
R(  ) Sinc( f T ) cos(') + nI
Q =
A
2
R(  ) Sinc( f T ) sin(') + nQ (5.3)
where R() represents the normalized code autocorrelation function;  is
the spacing between the prompt and the early/late correlators; T is the
integration time; ' is the average phase error which can be expressed as
[13]:
' =  + f
T
2
+ 
T 2
6
(5.4)
where  is the true phase error as stated in (5.1). Finally nI , nQ are the
noise components at the output of the In-phase and Quad-phase correlators.
It is important to stress that in a traditional PLL architecture, the PLL
discriminator actually measures the average phase error ' instead of the
true phase error .
Finally, the noise variance in observations can be computed as a function of
the carrier-to-noise density ratio C=N0, as reported in [13]:
2nIP
= 2nQP
=
C
2  10 (C=N0)jdBHz10  T
(5.5)
for the P correlator, where C is the signal power (i.e. C = A
2
2
), and (C=N0)jdBHz
is expressed in dBHz. At the same time, the noise variance of the early and
late components can be written as shown in [12]:
2nIE
= 2nIL
= 2nQE
= 2nQL
= R()2nIP
(5.6)
Thus, (5.2), (5.3) represent the measurement model of the EKF that will be
used in our software receiver, while the system model is reported in (5.1).
All the details related to the discrete time conversion of the transition matrix
and the process noise covariance can be found in[29].
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5.2.2 NCO update
The NCO update strategy is a key part of the tracking loop as it inuences
the nal accuracy of the locally generated signals. In a typical PLL + DLL
tracking architecture [1], each NCO is dened by two states (i.e., phase and
frequency) and drives the local generator for either the carrier signal or the
spreading code. Therefore in a GNSS receiver we can model a four-state
control input for the NCO updates
XNCO = [fcarr carr fcode code]
y (5.7)
where the subscripts `carr ' and `code' refer to the states of the carrier and
code generators, respectively.
In most of the traditional tracking schemes, the NCO phases are not directly
modied at each epoch, but rather the phase rates (i.e. frequency) are up-
dated. This is referred to as a rate-only update NCO [21]. This means that
only the frequency of each NCO is directly modied based on the discrimi-
nator outputs[50]. However, theoretically, all the four NCO states stated in
(5.7) could be modied at the same time [21]. As a consequence, we have
rewritten the NCO updates in order to take into consideration all the four
states described above.
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Figure 5.1: The structure of the EKF-based tracking loop.
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As illustrated in Fig.5.1, at the end of each measurements update in the EKF,
we can get the new state vector as:
Xk = [A   f ]
y
k (5.8)
where k is the discrete epoch index in the tracking loop. Then the update
rule of the carrier and code NCOs can be written as:
Carrier NCO update rule:8<: fcarrk = fcarrk 1 +Xk(4)carrk =  carrk 1 +Xk(3)mod(2) (5.9)
where Xk(m) is the m-th entry of the vector Xk; then,
Code NCO update rule: 8<: fcodek = fcodefix + fdopkcodek = codek 1 +Xk(2) (5.10)
where fcodefix = 1:023MHz, fdopk is the Doppler frequency estimate at the
epoch k, i.e.,
fdopk = fcarrk   fIF (5.11)
where fIF is the intermediate frequency of the incoming signal at the output
of the front-end.
Furthermore, after every NCO update, the state vector has to be reset as
follows:
Xnewk = [A 0 0 0 ]
y
k (5.12)
which will be used as the initial state vector in the next iteration of EKF. The
reason for the resetting rule (5.12) is the type of system model (5.1) which
is error-state: at the end of each measurement update, the parameters of the
NCO are corrected by the state vector, and then the corresponding values of
the error-state vector have to be set to zero. This operation will not cause
any obvious jump in the NCO output as the errors are usually very small in
steady-state process, even if some interference happens causing the spurious
error, we would reject it rather than let it corrupt the lter computation.
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5.2.3 Tuning the noise covariances
The tuning of the system noise covariance matrix Q and measurement noise
covariance matrix R plays an important role on the performance in EKF/KF-
based tracking loop [29].
From [51], we can perceive the Kalman lter as a deterministic lter with
a time-varying bandwidth determined by Kalman gain (Kk). Therefore, at
the initialization of EKF, the state error covariance (P k ) should be set much
larger than Q to give the system a corresponding larger bandwidth; then, as
the Kalman lter converges, the nal steady-state performance depends on
QR . In this work, Q conforms with the models explained in (5.1)2.12.1,
and R can be determined by (5.5) and (5.6).
5.3 Practical implementation issues of the EKF
tracking loop
In the past, the EKF-based tracking loop has been compared with the tradi-
tional one in terms of carrier and code phase estimation accuracy and equiva-
lent noise bandwidth [13, 22, 12]. However, typically, certain implementation
issues remain open, although they appear to be fundamental for achieving
good performance in real and dynamic tracking conditions.
Fig. 5.2 illustrates the overall logical architecture that is essential to im-
plement a correct EKF-tracking loop. In particular, we are going to discuss
hereafter the two non-standard blocks indicated as `Preparation-For-Tracking'
(PFT) and `parameter estimation` (EST).
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Figure 5.2: Logical structure of a receiver with EKF-based tracking.
5.3.1 Acquisition renement and Preparation-For-Tracking
(PFT)
In order to initialize the EKF-based tracking loop, besides the estimates of
code delay  and Doppler frequency fdop from the traditional acquisition
process, two additional parameters, carrier-to-noise density ratio C=N0 and
signal amplitude A, have to be computed. For the better estimates of C=N0
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and A, the fdop from acquisition has to be rened rst in a fast way. Addi-
tionally, a more accurate Doppler frequency estimate can decrease the pos-
sibility of false frequency-lock case in the following EKF-based tracking loop
especially in the case of weak signals.
Code delay
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stepf
step 
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2 chips [ , , ]dopS f  !
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Figure 5.3: Two-dimensional acquisition.
The rst task of PFT is to rene the Doppler frequency, by using, for instance,
the method proposed in [9]. A by-product of this Doppler renement method
is the possibility to obtain an initial and precise estimation of C=N0, which
will be fed into the EKF tracking loop through (5.5) and (5.6). Starting from
the approach in [52], the C=N0 can be evaluated as:
C^=N0 = 10 log
0@ S2P   S2N
Sinc2
 efdop   fP TS2N 
1
T
1A (5.13)
where SP is the amplitude of the cross-ambiguity function (CAF) accumulated
in the acquisition search space in correspondence of the Peak cell (as shown
in Fig. 5.3 for better clarity), fP is the Doppler frequency associated to the
peak cell, efdop is the rened Doppler frequency estimate, and S2N is the average
noise power computed from the cells which are 1-chip away from the search
space column where the peak is found (i.e., all the grey cells in Fig. 5.3). S
2
N
is determined as
S
2
N =
1
M
MX
m=1
S2m (5.14)
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where M is the number of cells used for the average.
At the same time, the PFT block is in charge of evaluating the amplitude of
the satellite's incoming signal, which, following again the framework drawn
in [52], is eA = 2SP
Sinc
 efdop   fP T (5.15)
Eventually, these three estimates (i.e.[ efdop;C^=N0; eA]) and  will be used to
initialize the EKF-based tracking loop.
5.3.2 Tracking stage
In order to keep the tracking loop working properly, an additional module
(indicated with EST in Fig. 5.2) is necessary to continuously update the C=N0
estimate and the amplitude A of the incoming signal to rene the estimate of
the measurement noise variance. It is worth noticing that the C=N0 estimate
is a typical function in any GNSS receiver, so its implementation is not an
additional burden for the receiver.
The EST block can work at a lower rate (e.g., with an estimation period
TEP = 0:1   1 s) than the EKF's update rate (e.g., with an epoch duration
of 1  20 ms).
According to [52], the Moment Method can be used for C=N0 estimation,
starting from an estimate of the post-correlation the signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR). Then the C=N0 in dBHz can be easily computed as:
C=N0 = 10  log (SNR Beq) (dBHz) (5.16)
where Beq is the correlators' equivalent noise bandwidth and it is usually set
as Beq =
1
T
.
As far as the amplitude A is concerned, its update can be done at the same
low rate 1=TEP of the EST block instead of the EKF rate. In this work, we
set TEP = 100 ms.
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5.4 Performance assessment of the receiver with
EKF-based tracking
As mentioned before, in order to test the advantage of the new EKF-based
tracking loop, we rst insert it in a simple software receiver architecture which
obtains the sequence of PVT estimates by resolving a sequence of one-shot
Least-Squares (LS) problems [1, 4, 43]. The receiver is then fed by datasets
collected during dynamic trials on board of a car. The PVT results are then
compared with those obtained by the same receiver with a traditional tracking
loop [43]. Additionally, these PVT results are compared with those provided
by two commercial receivers, namely a professional Septentrio PolaRx2e@
and a mass-market Ublox LEA-5T.
5.4.1 PVT estimation performance
Several tests have been carried out with real data collected in dynamic sce-
narios, in order to have an exhaustive understanding of the performance of
the EKF-based receiver. In particular the navigation solution provided by
the professional receiver is considered as the reference one.
First, in Fig.5.4 we show the estimated trajectory of a car equipped with the
two commercial receivers, which can log their output data, and a data grab-
ber which stores raw data from the front-end to allow post-processing in the
software receiver. It can be seen that the trajectory estimated by the EKF-
based receiver is very close to that of the two commercial receivers, while the
positioning result from the traditional tracking architecture followed by a LS
PVT estimation has signicant variance compared to the other trajectories.
As it is likely that the commercial receivers implement some smoothing proce-
dure on the PVT solution at least (e.g., a Kalman lter approach to compute
the PVT, [29]), we can conclude that the EKF approach moved to the track-
ing loop, followed by a simple LS approach for PVT computation, achieves
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almost the same PVT performance as a PVT smoothing approach. This is
a consequence of the fact that the EKF-based tracking loop, when carefully
fed with an accurate estimate of the necessary noise statistics, can achieve
smoother and more accurate estimates of Doppler frequency and code delay
than the traditional tracking loops, allowing the computation of a smoother
and more accurate trajectory. Although the observation of the enhanced per-
formance of the EKF-based tracking was already stated for example in [22],
its eect on the PVT estimates was not equivalently clear so far.
The EKF-based tracking architecture is demonstrated here to achieve the
same accuracy in PVT as an existing commercial receiver. Nonetheless, this
architecture shows a distinctive feature: it allows to move complexity from the
PVT stage to the tracking stage of the receiver; and, together with complexity,
it also moves the issue of accuracy and stability to the tracking stage, since
the estimates of the EKF-based tracking stages are signicantly more stable
than those of a traditional PLL-DLL tracking loop. This is an important
feature for those applications that require an external PVT solution, i.e., a
PVT computed by a module external to the GNSS receiver. Such an external
module typically takes as input not only the pseudoranges computed by one
o more GNSS receivers stand-alone, but also the measurements from other
sensors, such as odometers, laser scanners, inertial navigation systems, and
so on, with the purpose of fusing data to improve accuracy and continuity, or
to meet safety requirements by redundancy [53, 54]. Other such applications
implementing an external PVT solution may need to take input from two
or more GNSS receivers to implement an ad-hoc dierential solution [55]:
in such case the accuracy and stability of the carrier phase measurements
produced by the GNSS modules is of the utmost importance to achieve the
accuracy in attitude determination required by the specic application. This
could be easily achieved if the signal tracking were implemented by an EKF.
In order to better and more quantitatively evaluate the PVT performance
of the EKF-based tracking, we show in Fig. 5.5 the position error achieved
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by the EKF-based software receiver and by the Ublox receiver, with respect
to the positions provided by the professional Septentrio receiver. We can see
that errors are comparable almost everywhere, but in the case of major curves
along the route (marked as C1 and C2 in Fig. 5.4 and Fig. 5.5), where the
EKF-based receiver is more precise than the other one.
Furthermore, the comparison of the velocity estimates reported in Fig. 5.6
conrms that the EKF-based receiver can get much more accurate estimate
of velocity compared with the traditional one, while it performs similarly to
the LEA-5T.
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along the path shown in Fig. 5.4. Left column: evolution during
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5.4.2 Analysis of the residual errors
In order to proceed with the performance assessment of the EKF-based track-
ing loop, a residual error analysis [56] is used in this section.
The residual error vector ~ for the states X and its 3 bound can be theoret-
ically computed at each epoch k as [56]8><>:
~k = Kk
 
Zk   h(X k )

2k = diag
 
(I KkHk)P k
 (5.17)
where Kk is the Kalman gain, Zk is the measurement vector dened in (5.2),
h(X k ) is the observation function that relates the predicted states vector X
 
k
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with the observations, diag() means the diagonal of a matrix, I is the identity
matrix, Hk is the Jacobian matrix of the measurement model and P
 
k is the
predicted error covariance matrix.
As it can be observed in Fig. 5.7, the residual error and 3 condence
interval for the code delay error  and the frequency error f converge in
a very short time. A wider condence interval is shown for the fth state
(frequency error variation rate), this is because the covariance of the process
noise component Wacc has to be set signicantly bigger than the others in
order to bear the uncertainty of this state especially in high dynamic cases.
5.5 Theoretical Analysis of the Kalman Filter-
based Tracking Loop
As mentioned before, EKF adopts Taylor series to approximate the nonlinear
relationship between the measurements and Kalman states while the mea-
surement model in KF-based tracking loop is originally linear (under the hy-
pothesis of linearity of the discriminators). For simplicity, we focus hereafter
on the analysis of the linear KF-based tracking loop only.
5.5.1 Linear Kalman-based Tracking Loop
A linear KF-based tracking model is typically used to estimate the following
parameters: Code phase error,  (unit: chips), Carrier phase error, (unit:
radians), Carrier frequency error,f (unit: Hz), Carrier frequency rate error,
(unit: Hz/s).
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The system model (error-state ) in discrete-time domain can be described as:26666664


f

37777775
k+1
=
26666664
1 0 T T
2
2
0 1 2T T 2
0 0 1 T
0 0 0 1
37777775
26666664


f

37777775
k
+Wk (5.18)
where the coecient  is used to convert the units of cycles to units of chips
(e.g. for GPS L1  = 1=1540 ), T represents the integration time and Wk
represents the process noise vector. The subscript k 2 N indicates the discrete
time instant.
In this KF-based vector tracking model, the outputs of two discriminators
(i.e. carrier phase error discriminator and code phase error discriminator) are
utilized as measurements, i.e., ' (carrier phase error) and  (code phase
error). Then, the measurement model of a linear system can be written as:
24'

35
k+1
=
240 1  T T 23
1 0  T
2
T 2
6
35
26666664


f

37777775
k+1
+ Vk (5.19)
where Vk is the measurement noise vector.
From the system model (5.18) and measurement model (5.19), we can ob-
serve that the whole system can be treated as the combination of two similar
systems, namely code phase tracking loop and carrier tracking loop. Without
loss of generality, we focus hereafter on the carrier-phase tracking loop, which
is described by the following subsystem of equations:26664

f

37775
k+1
=
26664
1  T T 2
0 1 T
0 0 1
37775
26664

f

37775
k
+W 0k
'k+1 =
h
1  T T 2
3
i26664

f

37775
k+1
+ V 0k (5.20)
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The KF theory indicates that we can get an a posteriori state estimate X^k
by incorporating the measurement Zk in the predicted state (a-priori state
estimate) [29] as follows:
X^k+1 = X^
 
k+1 +Kk+1  (Zk+1  Hk+1  X^ k+1) (5.21)
where X^ k+1 is the a priori state estimate obtained by propagating in time
the state estimate ( X^ k+1 = Ak+1  X^k, Ak+1= state propagation matrix),
Kk+1 is the so-called Kalman gain and Hk+1 is the observation matrix, which
connects the measurements with the current states.
Comparing (5.20) and (5.21) and dening
X^k = [; f; ]
T
k
Zk+1 = Measurement at time (k+1)
Hk+1 = [1   T T
2
3
]
Ak+1 =
26664
1 2T T 2
0 1 T
0 0 1
37775 (5.22)
the corresponding a posteriori state estimate can be written as26664

f

37775
k+1
= Ak
26664

f

37775
k
+
26664
k1
k2
k3
37775
k+1
0BBB@Zk+1  Hk+1  Ak+1 
26664

f

37775
k
1CCCA (5.23)
where Kk+1 = [k1; k2; k3]
T
k+1 and Hk+1  Ak+1 =
h
1; T; T
2
3
i
.
It is important to note that in [23] the observation matrix Hk+1 is set approx-
imately as
Hk+1 = [1 0 0] (5.24)
without considering the inuence of frequency error or frequency rate error
on the discriminator output. In this sense, (5.24) can only work well in case
of short integration time and small frequency (and frequency rate) error.
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Here in this chapter, the inuence of averaging eect [13] in discriminator is
considered as shown in (5.22). Finally, the structure 5.23 can be illustrated
in Fig.5.8 where the averaging eect is also marked.
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Figure 5.8: Block diagram of the Kalman lter tracking loop. Z 1 represents
one-step delay in Z domain.
5.5.2 Equivalent Control System
Based on the diagram illustrated in Fig.5.8, we can derive the corresponding
equivalent control system model to facilitate the analysis of KF-based tracking
loop. It is known that an integrator in the continuous time domain
_u(t) = f(t) (5.25)
sampled every T seconds can be expressed as
u((k + 1)T ) = u(T ) +
Z (k+1)T
kT
f(t)dt (5.26)
Therefore the mathematical discrete approximation illustrated in Fig.5.9 can
be applied to (5.26) so as to obtain
u(k + 1)  u(T ) + f(k)  T (5.27)
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whose corresponding transfer function in the Z domain is
H(Z) =
TZ 1
1  Z 1 (5.28)
Then, the equivalent control system of the Kalman lter illustrated in Fig.5.8
can be obtained as shown in Fig.3 by substituting the Laplace operator 1=S
to the Z-transfer function (5.28).
According to Mason's gain formula (MGF), the following transfer function in
the domain can be easily derived for the system in Fig.5.10
' out(S)
'in(S)
=
(Tk3
3
+ k2 +
k1
T
)S2 + (2k3 +
2k2
T
)S + 2k3
T
S3 + (Tk3
3
+ k2 +
k1
T
)S2 + (2k3 +
2k2
T
)S + 2k3
T
(5.29)
which conforms to the expression of optimal third-order phase-lock loop in
[30].
According to [29], the corresponding noise bandwidth can be computed as
Bn =
m1 m22 +m21  m2 m0
4(m1 m2  m0)
=
m2
4
  m
2
1
4(m1 m2  m0) (5.30)
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Figure 5.10: The system of the Kalman lter tracking loop in the continuous-
time domain.
where 8>>><>>>:
m0 =
2k3
T
m1 = 2k3 +
2k2
T
m3 =
Tk3
3
+ k2 +
k1
T
(5.31)
So, it can be concluded that the equivalent noise bandwidth of Kalman lter
is actually decided by the Kalman gain vector Kk and integration time T
(i.e., the parameters in (5.31)) and therefore it evolves over time with Kk .
5.6 Conclusion
In this chapter we presented a detailed description of the practical implemen-
tation architecture of an EKF-based tracking loop, discussing in particular
the rules adopted for the NCOs update and the run-time determination of the
statistical properties of the noise processes, necessary to obtain good perfor-
mance of the tracking system. Dierently from the traditional signal tracking
architecture which implements a PLL + DLL pair and updates only the fre-
quency of their NCOs, the EKF-based tracking updates simultaneously both
the frequency and phase of the two NCOs governing the local carrier and
local code generators. The corresponding mathematical expressions of the
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update rules are also given. Furthermore, it is shown that the practical im-
plementation of this tracking architecture in a receiver requires appropriate
methods to rst initialize, then to determine at run-time the C=N0 ratio and
the amplitude A of the received signal. The implementation of such estima-
tors, both for the initialization stage and for the normal tracking operations,
is presented.
Based on this architecture, a software receiver equipped with an EKF-based
tracking is tested in a real dynamic scenario, where it is shown that positioning
accuracy can be improved dramatically with respect to a traditional tracking
architecture. Furthermore, two commercial receivers are also used in the PVT
performance comparison, showing that the EKF-based tracking architecture
achieves comparable results with the commercial ones even when a basic
one-shot LS approach is used to resolve the PVT.
Later in the last part, KF-based tracking loop is analyzed in details, the
equivalent control model is derived based on the mathematical expression of
Kalman system only concerning carrier tracking. With all these results, it
becomes much easier to implement KF-based tracking loop scheme in the
frame of traditional tracking loop without changing the original structure too
much.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and
Recommendations
This chapter summarizes the various aspects of the work presented in this
thesis and the main contributions are discussed. Finally based on the conclu-
sion and experience gained in previous chapters, future possible developments
are proposed as recommendations.
6.1 Conclusions
The main goal of this thesis is to enhance the receiver techniques in the
frame of software receivers, meanwhile, to provide insights into the advanced
algorithms. Briey, this thesis is focused on the enhancement in parameters
estimation including frequency, phase and code delay estimates.
 Frequency estimation : First in the traditional acquisition part, rough
Doppler frequency estimate can be got from the peak cell in the two-dimensional
search space. In theory, this process conforms to ML estimation theory, but
due to the search space interval, the initial frequency estimate is not exactly a
ML estimate. Therefore the rst contribution is to fulll ML estimation thor-
oughly. Based on the previous search space, more cells are exploited to get
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an approximate ML estimate, and the new treatment only needs one simple
further step. Furthermore, this ideal can be extended to design a new FLL
discriminator which is the second main work that has been done in this thesis.
The new FLL discriminator is dierent from the traditional counterpart, it
computes the frequency error by exploiting the energy of the received signal,
so only one single period of data is needed. At the same time, it broadens
the pull-in range dramatically which can increase the capability of bearing
dynamic stress.
 Parameters estimation in vector mode : In Section 5, an EKF-based
tracking loop is analyzed and implemented in the frame of a real software re-
ceiver, and the improvement in positioning accuracy is mainly discussed. At
the same time, a real scenario campaign is done to evaluate the new proposed
scheme by taking two professional receivers as reference. Furthermore, a big-
ger contribution in this topic is the development of a new method to analyze
the KF-based tracking loop, dierent from other available similar methods,
since it directly derives the equivalent control model from the KF system,
and then the derived control model serves as a bridge to link the traditional
tracking loop and KF system. This analysis can help disclosing the 'secret' of
the advanced KF system, at the same time, it can give an insight into the real
implementation of the complex KF algorithm in the frame of a real receiver
in hardware without too much eort.
6.2 Future work
Based on the work that has been done in this thesis, some recommendations
on future work are outlined as follows:
 Vector tracking loop:As mentioned before, KF-based tracking loop can
be regarded as 'small-scaled' vector tracking. When it comes to high-level
scheme, dierent channels can be related by vector tracking as shown in
Fig.6.1. So the rst possible extended work can be related to the design and
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implementation of a vector tracking loop. Actually, vector-tracking loop has
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Figure 6.1: Vector tracking scheme.
been studied frequently in previous literature. Here, based on the available
results, several key points can still be further studied:
1. The design of feedback, as shown in Fig.6.1, the feedback for each channel
is commonly the employment of PVT results. In future, we can also design the
partial feedback in every individual channel and re-design the total feedback
from PVT part. In addition, comparison should be done to evaluate the
performance of the new feedback system.
2. How to assess the criteria to select the correct channels. It is well known,
there is one serious potential problem in vector tracking loop that is one
abnormal channel can corrupt the other related channels, so criteria should
be set to evaluate the health situation of each individual involved channel.
At the same time, the system can add or abandon channels in an adaptive
manner.
 Implementation of a KF-based Tracking Loop in the Frame of
Traditional Tracking loop in Hardware:As discussed in Section 5, KF-
based tracking loop is too complex to be implemented directly in hardware.
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Based on the in-depth analysis of KF-based tracking loop, the implementation
of this algorithm can be achieved only by changing the values of some involved
parameters. In this sense, the goal of a real-time KF-based tracking loop can
really be achieved without too much eort.
 The Detection of Phase Jump: As mentioned in section 4, frequency
error can be computed using the energy rather than phase information, there-
fore, the new proposed FLL discriminator can also be used as reference to
measure wether there is phase jump within two consecutive periods of re-
ceived data. If there is phase jump within two consecutive periods of data,
the frequency error computed from two dierent algorithms (one is based on
phase dierent, another one is based on energy) will be dierent.
 Integrated Navigation System : With additional information from other
sensors such as IMU, new integrated navigation systems can be developed.
The central principle is still the design of how to incorporate the available
information to optimize the system.
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